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ABSTRACT
Metzger, Charity CB. Empathy, Inclusion, Equity, Integration, Oneness: Best Practices in Lower
Elementary Dance Education. Unpublished Master of Arts thesis, University of Northern
Colorado, 2022.
The purpose of this research was to determine ways in which dance could assist
kindergarten to second-grade student comprehension of Empathy, Inclusion, Equity, and
Oneness. To answer the research questions, the researcher used an integrative approach to gain
qualitative data and investigated the ways in which students internalize these concepts.
Administrators, general education teachers, social-emotional educators, and special education
instructors collaborated with the dance educator to observe lessons, give feedback, and complete
surveys based on the guided questions of the research. Research tools also included surveys from
students, guardians, educators, and school staff that work closely with the classes involved.
Further research that includes a more integrative approach to dance education as reflected
in the general education classroom is necessary. Creating more integrative lessons between
dance and the general education teacher will develop additional Oneness between classmates and
educators, increasing Oneness through the school community and openness and freedom for
movement.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Goal of the Study
Crying is the first emotional response many babies experience. Even in utero, babies
develop the necessary physical abilities to cry. The pregnancy text What to Expect When
Expecting states:
It is true, according to researchers, who found that third-trimester fetuses show crying
behaviors – quivering chin, open mouth, deep inhalations and exhalations – and startle
responses when a loud noise and vibration were sounded near the mom’s belly. (Murkoff
and Mazel 379)
The expected cry of a thriving newborn is a response that all in the delivery room await. Many
parents associate different cries with hunger, sleepiness, a need for a new diaper, or the desire to
play.
As children age, these communicative expressions convert to various behaviors resulting
in verbal reactions and a wide range of non-verbal communication types. When children begin
attending school, they develop new relationships with peers and adults who may not understand
their behavioral responses. Students often express themselves in different ways, and these
behaviors may be difficult to understand or address. As children develop socially and
academically, emotional responses solicit different reactions from caregivers, family, peers,
educators, academic staff, and school community members.
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One of the ways that children “develop physically, socially, emotionally, and cognitively
into healthy human beings [is] when they have plenty of floor time for developmental movement
and exploration” (Gilbert and Houck 4). This kinesthetic and emotional awareness should begin
at home and continue as students progress through schooling; however, today’s educational
system requires continuous standardized testing to facilitate district and state data analysis.
Numerous school calendars include multiple rounds of assessments that measure academic
success and growth, including beginning, middle, and end of year testing.
There seems to be a tattered bridge between expectations of thriving emotionally and
physically at home and successful academic achievement in school. Because of the data-driven
focus of public school systems, the school community does not always prioritize developing the
tools that cultivate each student’s kinesthetic and emotional intelligence. For example, the school
site used in this research has incorporated a monthly data night where parents and staff can
discuss student growth in testing. Although there are school-wide strategies that focus on the
physical and emotional well-being of students, the school has only recently begun to
communicate those strategies publicly to parents even though “program evaluation results have
shown that schools where students are involved in programs designed to increase empathy and
create ‘caring communities’ have higher scores than comparison schools on measures of higherorder reading comprehension” (Breakstone et al. 41).
Educators must consider the drastic shift from play and exploration as a child’s first form
of education to testing as their new model of developmental success. Many parents understand
that children require a generous amount of attention at the beginning of life because they are
non-verbal and cannot use words to describe what they need or feel; however, kindergarten
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students are expected to have mastered verbal communication and comprehend their physical
and emotional intelligence to meet curriculum and data expectations.
It is essential for educators to empathize with parents and students in supporting that
“most people are born with the ability to be empathetic” (Breakstone et al. 31) even though
“recognizing physical cues of emotions, in oneself or others, is difficult for some children” (41).
Nurturing children’s Empathy may enhance student behavior and communication skills,
including interactions that foster academic development. The nursery rhyme “Old McDonald” is
one of the first songs many children learn that speaks to the idea of Inclusivity and serves as a
guide for this research. In this song, children sing E-I-E-I-O. Old McDonald has all types of
animals on his farm, and children Include all of them when singing the song, which should be the
aspiration of Inclusion and Equity in any school building. Just as each type of animal requires a
specific kind of care, so does each student in a school building.
In this study, E-I-E-I-O represents the terms Empathy, Inclusion, Equity, Integration, and
Oneness. Each student should express Empathy toward others and feel Included in every aspect
of the school day. The school building should also be Equitable in providing the necessary tools
students need for societal growth and development for every child. This study aims to evaluate
ways in which dance can be Integrated into the school day to nurture these tools and create
Oneness throughout the school community. E-I-E-I-O are emotional and social tools children
develop and carry with them as they mature through life. The guiding question for this study
asks: In what ways can dance become an Equitable practice in facilitating these emotional and
social tools?
In the article, “To Be or Not to Be—Able to Dance: Integrated Dance and Children’s
Perceptions of Dance Ability and Disability,” author Michelle Zitomer cites The Nature of
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Prejudice and explains that the “development of all social attitudes occurs during the first six
years of children’s lives” (35). Teaching Empathy and Inclusion to our youngest students proves
to be imperative, even though many studies tend to research these ideas in baccalaureate
programs. Zitomer also states that the “inability to meet the required standards of a given culture
could exclude individuals from participation opportunities” (16).
Garnering student excitement in school can pose a problem and threaten student
motivation. One strategy that provides students with different opportunities to interact socially is
transitioning through the day to various classes; however, many students have increased
challenges fully expressing and participating in environments outside of their homeroom classes.
For example, students may not fully comprehend that rules in their homeroom classes are just as
important in arts classes. Dance class is especially different because not only do students change
teachers, but the space is very different from a traditional classroom. The addition of mirrors and
open space further brings to light that everyone can be seen. Confident students may thrive,
while those that are more self-conscious may hold back, and those that love attention can be seen
as a distraction to others. The dance class setting can heighten student personalities.
This problem continues to be an issue secondary to the inconsistencies in providing childdirected learning that addresses insecurities through play and exploration. Providing an
(E)mpathetic and (I)nclusive dance environment that is (E)quitable in (I)ntegrating
developmental concepts can increase meaningful student engagement throughout the school
building that will develop (O)neness in the school community. General education classrooms can
incorporate these strategies to connect student academic growth.
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Purpose of Study
The purpose of this research was to determine ways in which dance could assist
kindergarten to second-grade student comprehension of Empathy, Inclusion, Equity, and
Oneness. This research aimed to examine five research questions:
Q1

In what ways can dance educators teach Empathy and Inclusivity through dance?

Q2

In what ways can dance educators create Empathetic and Inclusive dance
environments?

Q3

In what ways can dance become Equitable in the public school environment?

Q4

In what ways can dance education serve as an Integrative tool in different aspects
of our lives in and out of the school building?

Q5

In what ways can dance education create Oneness in the school community?

The goal of this study was to explore the benefits and lived experiences of dance
education as an essential course to improve emotional intelligence with students in lower
elementary schools. An additional focus was to better understand the best practices and effects of
dance education in lower elementary students. Knowledge in this subject can empower dance
educators to teach Empathy and Inclusivity while nurturing students’ cultural movement patterns
and dancing abilities. This research seeks to identify dance outcomes on self-regulation and peer
support. In addition, this study aimed to find results related to the use of dance Integration in
creating Inclusion amongst students, increasing participation throughout academic classes,
cultivating enthusiasm in the dance class, and producing Equity with students in dance
education.
Moreover, this study sought to assist dance educators and general education teachers on
when, where, why, and how to implement strategies to increase Empathy, Inclusion, Equity,
Integration, and Oneness (E-I-E-I-O) in dance and general education classes for elementary-age
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students. The communicative goal of this study was to share the benefits of dance education for
students, the community, parents, staff, administration, and the district. Finally, this study strived
to identify the perceptions of dance from the school community to reveal the effects on students’
participation.
Significance of Study
Dance, in Western culture, has historically been an elite institution for the wealthy and
well-educated. Gerald Jonas explains the exclusivity of King Louis XIV and his dance courts as
early as 1692, discussing that:
the use of dance as an instrument of political power in Europe had roots in the court
spectacles of fifteenth-century Renaissance Italy. The newly invigorated study of
classical literature provided mythical characters who were immediately recognizable to
educated audiences […The dance] required enormous expenditures of time and money;
the talents of painters, set designers, costumers, musicians, librettists, and dancing
masters. (73)
Jonas further discusses how much money, experience, and power attendees needed to
enter the dance courts; this general idea follows dance education today. To learn dance in most
places, one must first have the interest and time to seek out institutions that teach dance. One
must also have the disposable income to pay for classes, attire, shoes, and costumes. In his
article, “Access to Arts Education in America: The Availability of Visual Art, Music, Dance, and
Theater Courses in U.S. High Schools,” Kenneth Elpus acknowledges that “benefits of arts
education to personal and academic development… appear to be systematically denied to
students from lower socioeconomic status (SES) who attend schools with other low SES
students” (18). Offering dance to students in public schools as a means of academic Integration
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can lead to Inclusion and Empathy in the dance class, the school building, and society. If
available in urban neighborhoods, dance and other arts intuitions may not be affordable for
families. Teaching dance as an Integrative subject can release families from the financial
restraints of everything private institutions require.
Many adults that have taken a dance class or danced in a social gathering can recount
each sensation encountered, and every emotion felt during the experience. However, those that
consider themselves “non-dancers” may not understand the importance of movement until their
ability to move is restricted. This limitation may be in anatomical movement or movement
through society. Dance can be an accessible tool that assists students in gaining awareness of
their bodies’ kinesthetic capabilities while simultaneously guiding them in understanding that
their mobility can shape the course of history and culture.
This research aimed to determine what steps educators must take to teach kinesthetic
awareness through dance movement as an Integrative tool to build Inclusivity and Empathy in
the dance class. Furthermore, elementary students are very active, ready to display how they
move, and open to learning new ways to move their bodies. Learning dance as a kinesthetic tool
can help students connect their bodies to academic studies, improve verbal communication, and
attach their movement to social issues prevalent in their communities.
Individuals who are comfortable dancing may need help understanding the discomfort
some students feel when learning about dance, especially if dance is not an activity students
practice at home. Learning dance and its accompanying interpersonal skills may open a pathway
to develop a sense of confidence in students that can assist in student interactions with others.
Thoughtful consideration of the way in which students engage with dance at home, school, or
social gatherings and connecting lessons to students’ cultural backgrounds can build community
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and confidence in learning about themselves and others. Developing dance lessons that
acknowledge diverse students creates an Equitable dance experience where the dance teacher
models Empathy that educators want to see from their students. Educators must think and teach
in Inclusive ways that speak to individuals and families of different backgrounds, genders, races,
socioeconomic statuses, and needs.
Today, many are searching for ways to make institutions more Inclusive, with some
questioning the rationale behind creating Inclusivity. Inclusivity makes room for the
disenfranchised and brings Empathy to the privileged. The article “Traditional White Spaces:
Why All-Inclusive Representation Matters” explains:
Why does all-inclusive representation matter and to whom? Perhaps the better questions
are, why should all-inclusive representation matter and whom should it matter to? It
matters to the marginalized and invisibled culture of the othered, whose contributions
have been suppressed and or entirely left out of the historical narrative of the
Americanization of dance. And this should matter to the collective identity of the dance
discipline. (157)
The purpose of this study is not to isolate any technique, prove that any form of dance is more
valuable, or introduce students to multiple techniques in dance, but instead, to focus on the
kinesthetic use of the body and assist students in their comprehension of dance by utilizing their
bodies as instruments to create dialogue.
In lower elementary, students learn to move in various ways, often without attaching a
specific technique to their bodies. Educators can introduce students to kinesthetic awareness:
using the body to create meaning and understanding through intentional movement experiences.
Students may grasp that mobility is imperative in every aspect of our lives and is not regulated to
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a class. Students and educators will recognize that movement and choreography can reflect
cultures, tell stories, and shape history and society.
Educating students at a pre-kindergarten to fifth-grade Arts Integrated school provided
the researcher the opportunity to survey and observe students who experience dance at crucial
points in their development. Researcher Michelle Ruth Zitomer states that the “development of
prejudice occurs during the first six years of children’s lives” (53). Furthermore, “research on
social issues in dance education is still very limited as to the population it tends to study and
address (mainly university students) and fails to address the question, ‘who gets to dance?’”
(Zitomer 15). There is a necessity for research that follows elementary school students. This
research seems crucial to understanding how elementary students view Inclusivity and Empathy
in the dance class and how this contributes to growth outside the dance studio.
Much of the research on arts education focuses on secondary and baccalaureate
programs. Implementing Empathy and Inclusion in curriculum is critical when students are most
compassionate and can carry these skills with them. Future research on Empathy and Inclusion in
students as young as three years old is necessary. If the researcher cultivates a democratic
learning environment with shared creative goals, then “collaboration expands learning
opportunities by helping [students] gain new knowledge that goes beyond any knowledge the
participants have in isolation” (Martin-Beltrán et al. 50). The students and educators can then
create shared or independent movement that encourages “indigenous” and “absorbed cultures.”
Zitomer also cites that the “inability to meet the required standards of a given culture could
exclude individuals from participation opportunities” (16). For example, the given culture in the
dance class would be that of the students’ experiences. The educator must allow the classroom
culture to fuel enthusiasm and participation.
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Lessons from this study Integrated approaches of dance movement to connect storytelling
through personal experiences. In addition, the researcher worked with general education teachers
and the school social-emotional team to review and analyze student growth through E-I-E-I-O.
As children danced independently, they showcased self-expression, while dancing in unison
represented the Oneness and community of the class. Exercises performed as independent
practice, then performed in unison, translated to choreography, and were presented to the class.
The Oneness of the class results from creating Empathy and Inclusion within the dance class. At
the end of the school year, students completed a survey on their participation and personal
development in the dance class.
In her article, “Arts Education and Citizenship,” Ilana Morgan emphasizes that
“understanding arts learning as thinking moves us away from arts education only as a task or
activity and moves us toward understanding arts education as a kind of world making and shaper
of identity” (99). Dance educators are continuously contemplating what styles of dance to teach,
who should teach them, and why they should or should not be taught. Perhaps the objective now,
specifically in the elementary environment, should be teaching movement to propel society
forward with a new understanding of dance as diverse movement. This study helped to develop
ways to structure the dance curriculum by “respecting diversity [while] cultivating inclusivity,
community building, [and] fostering empathy” (Schupp 93) toward students of varying cultures,
ethnicities, genders, and abilities. Guiding student exploration of movement elements from
various cultures can create a unified language with dance as the medium. This concept can move
society toward the future of Empathy, Inclusion, Equity, Integration, and Oneness, no matter the
student’s social foundations or status, with students choosing to use their bodies to move within
varying dance techniques or improve society’s collective construct.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
Dance and Community: Oneness
in the Dance Class
This study followed the journey of Empathy, Inclusion, Equity, and Integration and the
ways they can lead to Oneness in a lower elementary dance class. Each of these critical tenets
shares the idea of community. To understand Oneness within a community, one must strive to
understand who she or he is as an individual within the group. This specific idea posed a
challenge for the participants in this study because they were five to seven years old. Dance,
however, allows every participant to learn something valuable about themselves and others
physically and communicatively, regardless of their age. As Constance A. Schrader explains in
her book, A Sense of Dance: Exploring Your Movement Potential, participating in dance
activities offers time to “try new things and experience what [one may] consider to be failures,
successes, and the risk of venturing into unfamiliar territory” (12). These experiences are
valuable to the educational and mental growth of students.
In lower elementary, each student is learning who they are within their home structure,
classroom environment, and the school building. They are constantly learning and trying new
things academically. They often take academic risks while falling short and using productive
struggle to eventually succeed. Dance in a classroom at this stage of development can be a
unique experience as students don’t want to make mistakes because they cannot hide behind a
desk; they can see themselves and compare others in the mirror. However, the emotions in the
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dance class: the feelings of accomplishment and acceptance, happen communally because it is a
new class for most students.
In the book Culturally Responsive Teaching & The Brain, author Zaretta Hammond
explains the distinction between dependent learners and independent learners, discussing that
dependent learners rely heavily on the educator, have trouble retaining information, and require
multiple scaffolding opportunities (14). In the educational setting, these students may seem more
risk-averse. Educators must create “an environment that feels socially and intellectually safe for
dependent learners to stretch themselves and take risks” (19). Dependent learners seek comfort in
different learning environments. It is vital that the “educator understands the importance of being
in relationship and having a social-emotional connection to the students in order to create a safe
space for learning” (15). Dependent learners may excel in the dance class because of their
reliance on connection and community.
Throughout many of America’s public schools, educators teach culturally diverse
students. They must build community within the classroom, creating an “environment that
communicates care, support, and belonging in ways that students recognize” (Hammond 20). A
meaningful starting point in creating Oneness between students and teachers in a classroom is
understanding the cultural archetypes of Collectivism and Individualism. Much like babies
crying for the security of their mothers after birth:
it turns out that our brains are wired to favor a communal view of the world. Humans
have always sought to be in community with each other because it enhanced our
chances of survival. We shared workloads and resources. Over time, our brains have
become hardwired toward working and living cooperatively. (Hammond 25)
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Lower elementary dance classes can provide a collectivist approach to learning because, at this
stage of development, “group dynamics and harmony are important” (Hammond 26) in
establishing Oneness as an individual and within a group. In addition, most of the students in
lower elementary are learning to move their bodies in new ways with new meanings. This new
physical information will further dependency and “reliance on the collective wisdom and
resources of the group and the belief that group members will take care of each other to get
ahead” (Hammond 26).
Gerald Jonas’ book, Dancing: The Pleasure, Power, and Art of Movement, takes the time
to explore ways in which dancing in various cultures creates community and Oneness. In the
chapter about Social Dance, Jonas explains that dance
is one of the channels of communication used to pass along important social skills
from one generation to the next [and] negotiate challenges to group values posed by
minorities or a new generation of behaviors imported from other societies.
(108, 109)
When determining approaches to further develop community and Oneness in young students,
dance is deemed an appropriate tactic that allows “people to express their relationship to a
group” (Schrader 17). While developing Oneness, one’s identity within and relationship with a
group are paramount to their participation in group settings. As children develop their identity at
home, in the classroom, and throughout the school building, it becomes clear that “the extended
family is everything. Without the backing of an extended family, you are left out of everything”
(Jonas 110). Though Jonas is identifying the social context of dance within Cook Islanders of
New Zealand, it may be concluded that communal “dancing contributes to the […] sense of
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belonging to a large, cohesive social group” (110) in many collectivist cultures with dependent
learners.
Cultivating Empathy in the Dance
Class
In recent years, educators have been charged with creating Empathetic environments
while attempting to reach data goals from their district or school board. One may question the
value of cultivating Empathy and why it is the dance educator’s place to develop Empathy within
the classroom, especially when dance is not a requirement at every school. Every school does not
have the privilege of offering dance during the school day; however, offering dance provides
opportunities for students to cultivate a culture of Empathy throughout the school community.
The dance class structure permits students to develop as individuals in relationship and
connection to others without the district testing requirements of the general education classroom.
Many of the strategies used within the dance classroom can easily be transferred into homeroom
classes and assist with consistency in transitions throughout the school day.
In the Book, Nurturing Students’ Character: Everyday Teaching Activities for Social
Emotional Learning, authors Kress and Elias navigate skills teachers and students need to build
social-emotional character development (SECD) and state that “one cannot separate one’s sense
of one’s self from one’s connection to, and commitment to, others” (34). Developing a sense of
self is the beginning of Empathy. The authors further define the characteristics that create
Empathy within an individual stating that social awareness helps one recognize feelings in others
(54), and mirror neurons allow someone to feel the “same agony” that another is feeling (55).
However, the authors implore educators to deviate from egocentrism by asking questions of
others and not making assumptions about students’ feelings.
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An essential clarification that Kress and Elias discuss is the difference between cognitive
and emotional Empathy. In the chapter “Empathy and Perspective Taking,” they state that
cognitive empathy—what we might call perspective taking, or understanding
another person’s point of view—complements emotional empathy and brings us
closer to experiencing the situation of the other. Closer to, yet necessarily still
not fully. But closer is important. (56)
It is unnecessary to physically go through someone else’s experiences to understand their
perspective, and mirror neurons help us connect an emotional response to another person’s
feelings. In her study, Embodying Empathy: Engaging High School Students in Social Awareness
through the Choreographic Process, Rachel Wade explains that “empathy is not a social skill,
but at its root a deeply human characteristic, engrained into our genetics, and amplified when
exercised through action” (11). Kress and Elias created the following equation to express
Empathy in action: “Empathy = Shared feeling + Understanding perspective + Motivation to act
+ Appropriate Action” (56).
One must first definitively know the feelings of another before sharing an emotion.
Therefore, the educator must create an Empathetic environment where students can describe
their emotions and feel safe communicating their feelings. The teacher and students work toward
understanding different perspectives, and all are motivated to take appropriate actions where
students feel cared for and supported. The Empathy equation has supplementary value in a public
school setting where students differ in culture, experiences, family dynamics, and socioeconomic
status. Kress and Elias further stress the importance of educators exploring differences in
perspectives without silencing anyone. Each student shares their unique experiences and
maintains their “own voice” (55) and personal truth.
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Empathy in the Dance Class
One critical point of this research study is understanding the value of dance education to
help create Empathy in a school community. Every school has its own culture and values,
notwithstanding the various cultures and values each family brings to the building. Though Wade
states that Empathy is “not a social skill,” research has continually backed that Empathy is an
innate human characteristic that everyone possesses and needs to nurture. Dance provides the
space to create the foundation for an Empathetic school environment. Each student comes to the
class with their own experiences and ideas of dance and demonstrates how they express
themselves physically before verbally communicating. Educating their physical intellect in the
dance classroom can help students move more Empathetically and Inclusively throughout the
school building.
Each person moves in their own way, intentionally or unintentionally, using their bodies
to express how they are feeling. Without words, humans use their bodies to communicate ideas
throughout the day as a form of non-verbal body language. A person’s posture says something as
soon as they walk through the door. Their facial expressions ignite the emotions of peers and
teachers. Everyone genuinely feeds off the energy of those around them. The elements of dance,
Body, Energy, Space, and Time allow individuals to express themselves non-verbally. People
take in information from others based on their body shape or position, energy level, the
proximity they create between others, their quality of movement, and the speed at which they
move.
Understanding one’s own movement choices and those of others can help create the selfawareness within students that even adults attempt to foster within themselves. Dance educators
can create “a positive developmental network [to] promote self-awareness rather than self-doubt;
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dialogue, not defensiveness, around differences; [and] valuing meaning and purpose” (Kress &
Elias 4) that expands outwardly into the school community. Self-awareness is crucial in
developing Empathy because if one cannot identify their own emotions, it will be hard to identify
the feelings of others. Kress and Elias have helped to define self-awareness as:
• Feelings Vocabulary: Recognize one’s feelings and thoughts and accurately label them.
• Feelings Awareness: Recognize the impact of one’s feelings and thoughts on one’s own
behavior.
• Self-Appraisal: Recognize one’s personal traits, strengths, and areas of challenge.
• Self-Efficacy: Exhibit proactive self-confidence in handling daily tasks and challenges.
• Optimism: Look toward the future with positive expectations, including about the success
of one’s own actions. (33)
Some students display these characteristics in lower elementary school even if they cannot
entirely communicate them verbally. Self-Awareness leads to Social Awareness, which Kress
and Elias describe as
• Perspective Taking: Recognize and identify the thoughts and perspectives of others.
• Empathy: Recognize and identify the feelings of others.
• Understanding social/ethical norms: Demonstrate an awareness of the expectations for
social interactions in a variety of settings.
• Respect for diversity: Demonstrate an awareness of the differences among individuals,
groups and others’ cultural backgrounds and demonstrate an understanding of the need
for mutual respect when viewpoints differ.
• Social support: Recognize family, school, and community supports. (34)
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Understanding self leads to a desire to learn about others and may foster a culture of Empathy for
people with cultures, experiences, and backgrounds outside of one’s own. Identifying these
differences in a dance class with various movement meanings can help students develop their
non-verbal and verbal communication skills. Developing those skills can facilitate norms within
a school building. The educator must understand these concepts well enough to model them
within the dance class so that students can begin to build their mirror neurons to feel what
someone else is feeling and respond appropriately. It is the educator’s role to consistently model
methods of Empathy toward each student so that children can identify ways to support their
peers.
Fostering a Nurturing Community
to Build Inclusion
When teachers model Empathy toward their students, it fosters an Inclusive environment
where students become compassionate to the needs of their peers. Because of this, every
educator should be on the quest to build the most Inclusive environment for teaching every
student regardless of their abilities, culture, or needs. In the book, Practical Strategies for
Elementary School Inclusion, author, June Stride, explains that the word Inclusion in education is
often used to describe the assurance that every child can participate in the education process “to
the maximum extent possible with [differently abled] peers” (11). It is essential for dance
educators within a public school setting to know that, in many cases, they will be teaching every
student in their school. Therefore, developing E-I-E-I-O concepts in dance class is vital for many
reasons.
Some dance educators may need to become more familiar with or comfortable fostering
an Inclusive environment. Dance educators often value teaching students who want to pursue
dance as a hobby and have exceptional behavior. However, instead of perceiving an Inclusive
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class as a challenge, dance educators should look at Inclusive environments to Integrate dance
into school buildings to construct Inclusion and community amongst students and staff. The goal
of the dance class in a school community should not only be to develop more career dancers but
to provide an Inclusive environment within the school building where students “build bridges,
make deeper connections, and better understand differences that define” (Wade 12) a school’s
culture and, ultimately, the global community. Overall, Inclusion within the school building
should spread Inclusivity throughout neighborhoods.
In her article, “Always Being on Your Toes: Elementary School Dance Teachers’
Perceptions of Inclusion and Their Roles in Creating Inclusive Dance Education Environments,”
Michelle Zitomer states that “inclusive education ideally is an approach that promotes student
acceptance and belonging” (430, 431). Therefore, building Empathy and relationships within the
classroom is vital in creating Inclusion among students. Public school educators teach students
with differing physical, intellectual, emotional, and behavioral abilities. Because of this, dance
educators must develop “an approach to creating learning environments that value diversity and
enable students of all abilities to participate together and experience success (Kaufmann 2006;
Ehrich 2010)” (Zitomer 430). Creating this type of learning environment in the dance class
further allows dance educators to sharpen their educational artistry as they become more aware
of their teaching practices (Zitomer 436). Simultaneously, educators are tasked with ensuring
that all learning styles are accommodated and all student’s needs are met.
Developing Inclusion in the dance class is a system that extends beyond the dance
educator. First, an educational team consisting of multiple school staff and educators should
assess student participation and growth within each class (Stride 106). Stride further stresses that
educators continually analyze their Inclusion strategies and student perceptions of Inclusion
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(103). For this reason, each dance class lesson should include discussions where students can
describe their level of participation and overall feelings of Inclusion. This dialogue will help
nurture an environment of Empathy and Inclusion where dialogue helps students develop their
self-awareness and social awareness. Conversation in the dance class builds an Empathetic and
perspective taking community where ideas and bodies are valued (Zitomer 430).
Dance Integration as Equity
in Education
In recent years, the education system has prioritized defining and demonstrating Equity
and access to learning within school systems across the United States. As a result, Equity has
become an idea that many seek to grasp. Yet, the concept isn’t always easily applied. Onica
Mayers, a contributing author for 10 Perspectives on Equity in Education, gives a few definitions
for Equity based on educator perceptions. In one description, she states that Equity is “giving
each person what they need in that moment to be successful, which requires having the right
mindset and being purposeful in action and reflection” (Casas et al. 9).
According to this definition, Equity requires an educator to be reflective in each moment
of the school day, build relationships with each student, differentiate the needs of each
individual, and respond appropriately to each students’ needs. It may be tempting to refer to
Equity as a form of Inclusion; however, it is crucial to remember that Inclusion is a commitment
for each student to participate in the learning environment “to the maximum extent possible.”
Equity gives students individualized tools necessary to succeed in the learning environment.
In the same text on perspectives, Kim Hofmann contributes a chapter titled “Equity of
Access Moving Beyond the Barriers.” In it, Hofmann advocates for:
ensuring that regardless of home life, age level, background, ethnicity, socioeconomic
status, gender identification, sexual orientation or ability level, all students can, not only
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access our educational system, but also access any additional support needed to be
successful within our educational system. (Casas et al. 53-54)
The educational system, specifically the public sector, can expand Equity with various
academic supports, including dance Integration. In the book Using Movement to Teach
Academics: The Mind and Body as One Entity, author Sandra Minton discusses that dance
education is a form of active learning where “students have opportunities to talk, listen, read,
write, and reflect” (1). Offering dance as an academic tool allows students to use movement and
play while giving students more opportunities to refocus their attention and still engage in
learning.
Sandra Minton and Judi Hofmeister elaborate on the benefits of dance education in their
article, “The International Baccalaureate Dance Programme: Learning Skills for Life in the 21st
Century,” which shows that studying dance increases student confidence, collaboration, and
analytical skills. Lessons are planned daily using common core standards, and skills are assessed
by state and district testing such as the Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and
Careers, or PARCC. Including dance education in students’ daily or weekly school schedules can
help bridge the educational gap as students develop analytical skills while participating in dance
activities.
The historical European standard of dance is often associated with social status and
economic placement. In the past, those who could afford education and had the time for dance
training were determined the best dancers and the most educated. For example, in 1692, “the
newly invigorated study of classical literature provided mythical characters who were
immediately recognizable to educated [dance] audiences” (Jonas 73). Yet, “peasants” and
servants were not as knowledgeable and were not invited to participate in dance entertainments
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that “required enormous expenditures of time and money” (73). Conversely, in collectivist
societies, dance plays an Integrative role. For example, in Wade’s study Embodying Empathy:
Engaging High School Students in Social Awareness through the Choreographic Process,
students learned that “almost every aspect of Indian life has its counterpart in dancing and
singing and is associated with ritual (Highwater, 1977, p. 29)” (Wade 20). Furthermore, dance in
South American and African countries is also Integrated into the human experience and a
communities’ daily lives (Hammond 27).
Offering dance as Equitable education can repair a divide between access and rejection.
Including dance education in a young person’s life may help students understand who they are as
people and as movers. For example, while learning about dance forms of different cultures in the
International Baccalaureate Dance Programme, one student described that “you research how
people express themselves… you have more respect for their culture and the way they see the
world” (Minton and Hofmeister 73). In addition, dance gives students Empathetic senses because
there are feelings attached to movements and behaviors, while “textbooks… just give the straight
analytical point of view that makes no sense to [students]” (73). Therefore, dance supports
students as they create classroom culture and community that further helps them understand the
culture and movements of others.
Children explore analyzing, manipulating, and varying movements through skills in
dance classes. Students must receive the freedom to explore their bodies’ natural movement
abilities at even the youngest ages. If the goal is for students to learn skills for life in the 21st
Century, it is agreed that educators should begin introducing these lessons early. In this way,
students can continually grow the confidence to continue kinesthetic awareness throughout their
educational careers. Even if students don’t choose to become professional dancers, “expressing
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yourself through movement helps with accepting yourself through speaking” (Minton and
Hofmeister 72). This life skill can help propel any career or life choice a student may make.
Equity in Dance Education
Some may think about dance and wonder why it is necessary for students to access
knowledge about movement. With the advent of social media platforms such as YouTube,
Instagram, and TikTok, dance is more accessible than ever. Presently, more people view dance
than before the introduction of social media, and many participate in social dancing when at
social gatherings. However, learning dance concepts in communion with others provides an
educational opportunity linear to most children’s natural desire to move and play while offering
an active learning environment (Minton ix).
Many classrooms include students of various cultures with different experiences that
speak multiple languages. Dance offers an Equitable environment where students can learn about
themselves and others as they develop movement vocabulary while acknowledging and
accepting these differences. Because movement is a language that many understand irrespective
of their native tongue, dance is an educational tool that demonstrates “equity of access [and
provides] opportunities [in] supporting students to engage in learning” (Casas et al. 65). In the
book Brain-Compatible Dance Education, Gilbert and Houck describe dance as a
nonverbal language. Teaching dance to people whose first language may
not be English provides an excellent opportunity for these students to feel successful
in an activity where verbal expression is not the only way to communicate. In the
process of moving, these students may even acquire language skills faster than while
sitting at a desk. (45)
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In the dance class, students develop movement language as they develop verbal language skills.
Class discussions offer opportunities to build classroom culture while using “the language of
dance to interpret some experiences directly as well as to invite discussion and process together
[their] experience of the world” (Schrader 11). Dance students can express themselves through
movement and discuss their movements while developing language skills.
Dance is a form of Equitable practice because “all students need some level of support to
navigate school successfully. The support can come in many different forms, including
academic, extra time, [and] social-emotional [skill building]” (Casas et al. 61). Within the dance
class structure, students use the elements of dance: (B)ody, (E)nergy, (S)pace, and (T)ime, to
cultivate their non-verbal language skills, manage emotions, and build positive relationships.
Students adept in these abilities can begin to nurture Inclusion among their peers. Students
“explore not only physical but also social, emotional, and spiritual aspects of [themselves]”
(Schrader 12) as they Integrate dance into their academic day. Building these social-emotional
concepts in dance can help as an Integrative support to educate the whole child.
Body
Though everyone has a different body type with different strengths, abilities, and levels
of kinesthetic awareness, each student chooses to use their body differently for various reasons.
The term body describes how a dancer uses their body to create shape or movement in dance.
The figures our bodies form at any given time express ideas, emotions, and feelings. Sandra
Minton describes body shape as “how parts of the body are arranged or how dancers are placed
in grouping” (133). One’s body shape can offer information about individuals and lead to
discussions about students’ feelings and their relationship to movements or others. Dance helps
students understand their use of body shapes and appropriate use of the body.
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Energy
Dance education helps students understand the appropriate use of movement energy as
“the human body exists in time and space, and it exhibits some effort” (Shrader 69). Educators
often tell students they have too much energy or need to raise their energy levels. Yet, younger
students don’t always understand “energy” or “effort.” “Energy propels movement” (Minton
128), and dance class enhances student comprehension of types of energy, levels of force, and
quality of movement. Developing this sense of energy stored within the human body gives
students an understanding of proper ways to interact with others within space.
Space
Learning about space is an essential aspect of education. Proximity and social awareness
mean different things in different cultures, and students must learn “how to share the spaces
[they] occupy in daily life, [and] acknowledge each other’s boundaries” (Shrader 104). In dance,
space refers to directions, pathways, general space, personal space, levels, and negative space
(Overby et al. 294). Lower elementary school students are learning how to interact with others
appropriately. Therefore, spatial intelligence and awareness are essential for all students,
especially those with social and behavioral difficulties.
Time
Time is an essential life tool that children have difficulty understanding; however,
children “are told how much time [they] will have for a test, lunch, task, and so on” (Schrader
70), often without perception of the time it takes to complete a task. Dance teaches students how
to manage time as they learn how to move fast, slow, when to stop and go. Students learn
rhythm, speed, breath, and how time feels while executing movements (Overby et al. 294).
Learning these dance concepts activates students’ mental stamina “in what neuroscientists call
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productive struggle that actually grows our brainpower (Means & Knapp. 1991; Ritchhart, 202)”
(Hammond 13). As they learn different ways to execute body shapes, with various energy, in
space, they also understand the time it takes to move from one movement to the next.
Oneness in the School Community
The elements of dance form an acronym where movers are required to use their B.E.S.T:
(B)ody, (E)nergy, (S)pace, and (T)ime, as they work toward doing and being their best. An
educator’s best efforts and practices involve modeling end encouraging Empathy, Inclusion, and
Equity as movement concepts are Integrated throughout the school day. When everyone in the
school community uses their B.E.S.T appropriately, the school environment has the potential to
become better as One. Developing an environment where students feel comfortable expressing
themselves outside of their regular classroom environment gives them the tools necessary to
express themselves appropriately in various settings.
In her thesis, “Creating A Dancing Classroom,” Maria Ross Campsey investigates “Ways
Integrating Dance into the Classroom Creates Opportunities for Differentiated Instruction,
Impacts Classroom Culture, and Enhances Student Outcomes.” Ross Campsey states that
“movement and dance learning activities created opportunities that reinforced a positive
classroom culture” (54). The goal of Integrating dance into the school community is that the
classroom culture develops cohesion throughout the building. Integrating dance as part of the
school day and students’ educational experience can help build community within the classroom
and among the school community. Students learn about themselves and show Empathy toward
others. The educator’s aim is that when lessons are Integrated within the school community,
Empathy developed in the dance class will overflow into different areas of the school building
and create Oneness.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Research Type and Goals
This study aimed to introduce kindergarten, first, and second-grade students to the socialemotional concepts of Empathy, Inclusion, and Equity while using dance as an Integrative tool to
create Oneness within classrooms and the school community. The methodology chapter defines
the ways in which the researcher qualitatively assessed the five research questions:
Q1

In what ways can dance educators teach Empathy and Inclusivity through dance?

Q2

In what ways can dance educators create Empathetic and Inclusive dance
environments?

Q3

In what ways can dance become Equitable in the public school environment?

Q4

In what ways can dance education serve as an Integrative tool in different aspects
of our lives in and out of the school building?

Q5

In what ways can dance education create Oneness in the school community?

Preparation for Study
To prepare for this study, the researcher first received formal written permission from the
principal at her educational institution. Students, parents, and educational staff within the school
community were then recruited for this research study. Students in three classes received
recruitment materials (appendix A) in their announcement folders, used to communicate
important notices from school administration and classroom teachers. Parents received consent
forms (Appendix A) to return in their student’s announcement folders. The researcher then
identified students and families who consented to participate in the study. Before the researcher
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interviewed any student individually, she notified them of parental consent and read the student
the assent notice. Students were then able to acknowledge their willingness to participate in the
study. All students received the same instruction and were able to participate in the dance classes
with or without parental consent. Data were not collected from students that did not have
parental consent.
Educational staff that worked closely with the grade levels participating in the research
also received consent forms describing the study and the ways in which their involvement would
aid in the research. They acknowledged and agreed to participate in the study by completing
surveys, observing classes, giving feedback on dance classes, and offering recommendations
from their practice that may be beneficial in dance education practices. These items were
documented in staff surveys and on “Researcher and Staff Summaries of Class Discussion and
Participation Notes.” See Appendix C. Each of the documents given to participants of the study
were submitted to the Institutional Review Board for safety and ethical review before beginning
the research.
Research Instruments Used in the
Study
Student Pre and Post Survey/
Interview
Because students ranged from kindergarten to second-grade, the student survey was
administered using an interview format. The researcher used the survey form to administer
student interviews and transcribed student responses. Students participated in surveys at the
beginning and end of the research study. The aim was to assess student comprehension and
retention of lessons pertaining to Empathy, Inclusion, and Oneness throughout the study.
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Educator Survey and Observation
Educational staff received one survey at the beginning of the research. The staff surveys
sought to identify and understand educators’ experiences with dance both personally and as an
educational resource. Staff participants were also asked to observe classes of students they
serviced and submit an observation form reflecting student participation and engagement. Based
on educator observations and student engagement, participants were asked to describe strategies
from their educational practice that would assist in student engagement, understanding, and
retention of information within the dance class. The researcher used these tools as Integrative
and collaborative resources within the structure of the lessons. The goal was to identify
educational techniques from multiple staff, Integrate those practices into the dance program, and
determine ways dance could be Integrated into other educational settings.
Parent Survey
Parents of the student participants were informed that they would partake in two surveys:
one at the beginning of the study and one at the end. Through parent surveys, the researcher
pursued parent perceptions of dance and the use of dance as a tool to Integrate Empathy,
Inclusion, and Equity within the dance class and the school community. Overall, the researcher
hoped to gain insight into ways in which dance educators can work collaboratively with parents
to build programs that reflect the social-emotional and cultural goals of families represented in
the school.
Lessons
Students participated in lessons (Appendix D), and discussions focused on Empathy,
Inclusion, Equity, and Oneness. In lesson one, students learned the definition of Empathy.
Students first made a list of emotions that they had experienced. The list included almost thirty
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feelings between kindergarten, first, and second-grade. Each class used the feelings chart to
reflect on as they participated in the lessons. Students then viewed photos of various pieces of art
and discussed the emotions portrayed. As they discussed the images, the researcher asked
students to describe facial expressions, posture, spatial relationship to others, and the timing at
which they believed they might have been moving if the image was an action.
Students then stood in their personal space to create statues of different emotions as
calming music played. After students explored various emotions independently, the class formed
a circle. One at a time, students were asked to go into the center of the circle and freeze in the
shape of a feeling they experienced. Other students were to guess the feeling of the student
statue. The researcher wanted to observe student ability to identify the perspectives and feelings
of others in the class. This portion of the lesson allows students to use self-awareness and
Empathy skills.
In lesson two, students continued with the empathy lesson by partnering with a peer. One
student was to pose in a feeling statue, and the next mirrored the feeling of the first student.
Student one then responded to their original feeling in the way they would want a friend to react
Empathetically. The students then switched roles while creating a statue of a different emotion.
First-grade students created ‘feelings dances’ in lesson three in small groups. The classes
selected three to five feelings they wanted to explore with their groups. They extended their
dances while exploring spatial patterns, interpersonal relationships, and timing in lessons four
and five. The groups spent time working together, and at the end of class, students shared their
creations with the class. Second-grade students furthered their exploration of Empathy and
Oneness by creating a dance as a class and visiting the bi-lingual school counselor during weeks
three, four, and five.
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Class Discussion Checklist
The class discussion checklists (Appendix C) guided conversations on Empathy,
Inclusion, and Equity. The educator ended classes with a discussion with predetermined
questions. Students were evaluated using the checklist to assess their participation in the dance
class. Furthermore, the educator wanted to track student growth in Empathy, Equity, and
Inclusion while determining ways to expand the objectives in each lesson. Students were asked
questions such as if they felt included in the classroom, how can the educator and students work
together to ensure that everyone felt included, and what does Equity look like in the dance class?
Class Observation Form
Researcher and Staff Summaries of Class Discussion and Participation Notes (Appendix
C) were completed by staff participants to collect data reflecting the benefits of the Integration
between dance and various educational practices within the school. Staff were asked to observe
one class of students they serviced or taught. As they viewed the class, they answered questions
regarding student participation, engagement, Empathy, and Inclusiveness. Observation questions
were intended to view educators’ understanding of dance class objectives and ascertain that they
were communicated clearly to students. Furthermore, the researcher desired to have an outside
perspective of her teaching practices and ensure that she was Empathetic, Inclusive, and
Equitable while creating Oneness within the dance class.
Participants
Educators
Twelve educational staff consented to participate in the study. The staff participants
included: one kindergarten teacher, one first-grade teacher, one second-grade teacher, one
Restorative Justice Coordinator (RJC), one Behavior Technician, one Bilingual Counselor, three
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English Language Learner (ELL) Educators each servicing kindergarten, first, or second-grade,
and two Special Education (SPED) teachers servicing kindergarten, first, or second-grade. Nine
staff participants completed surveys and five completed summaries of class discussion forms.
Students
Twenty-four students from kindergarten to second-grade participated in the
research (TA 1). This included ten second-graders, five first-graders, and nine
kindergarteners. In total, eleven boys and thirteen girls participated. There were eight
Black students, eight Hispanic students, six White students, and two students of
Ethiopian or Middle Eastern descent. Twenty students completed the beginning survey,
and twenty-one students completed and ending survey. All students participated in dance
instruction regardless of parental consent because dance is a required course at the
educational institution; however, data were not collected from students that did not have
parental consent. Those students are not included in the participant chart.
Table 1
Student Participants by Grade.
Kindergarten

1st Grade

2nd Grade

Total

Participants by
Grade

9

5

10

24

Boys

7

2

2

11

Girls

2

3

8

13

White

3

1

2

6

Hispanic

2

2

4

8

Black

3

2

3

8

Ethiopian &
Middle Eastern

1

0

1

2
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Parent Participants
Parents signed two consent forms, one to agree to their participation and the other to
approve their child’s participation in the study. Once the researcher identified parents that signed
paper consent forms, participants received surveys via QR codes in their student’s announcement
folder. Survey instructions were included with the QR codes. To increase engagement and input,
the researcher also had QR codes and instructions in newsletters posted at parent-teacher
conferences and placed them around the school during student festivals and showcases. The
researcher received seven anonymously completed surveys from parent participants. They were
not asked to complete a closing survey.
Class Description
Dance Studio Setting
The educational institution hosting this research houses a dance studio with wooden
floors, a wall of mirrors, and windows surrounding the rest of the class. The dance educator used
frosted spray paint to cover the windows to reduce distractions from outside. The studio also had
a mounted television that the educator used to connect her laptop for slideshows, videos, and
images. Students entered the dance studio to their places on the dance floor, marked with a paint
pen by color, shape, and number.
Paint Pens on wooden or tile floors are semi-permanent, so dancers can dance on the
floor and always come back to their spot, giving each other personal space. It also makes it easy
to clean the floor without damage or removal of the markings so that they don’t have to be
replaced often. The space comfortably fits up to thirty students, giving them room to move.
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Dance Class Requirements
Students participated in weekly dance classes as a requirement for enrichment in their
weekly school schedule. Each student took one dance class a week for forty-five minutes.
Students transitioned to the dance class from their homeroom classes with their homeroom
teachers. The homeroom teacher had lunch, planning, or meetings during the dance class.
Students did not receive a grade for dance on their report cards.
Class Agenda
Once students arrived at the dance studio door, their homeroom teacher left. The dance
educator began instruction outside the dance studio by checking the students’ space in the line
and their body posture. The dance educator referred to the students as dancers once they arrived
at the dance studio. Dancers were to line up outside of the dance studio in a neutral position with
their feet together and arms by their sides. The dance educator greeted the dancers before calling,
“Attention!” The dancers respond with their bodies by putting their feet together, their fists
together, and raising their elbows to form a lowercase “t.” Simultaneously, the dancers vocally
respond by saying, “Hut!” This is a common form of call and response seen in American Step
Dancing, an American dance form based on South African Gum Boot dancing.
Once dancers entered the dance studio, they found their assigned spots and sat. The dance
educator played calming music which cued dancers to stand up and walk into their
“concentration circle.” The “concentration circle” is a movement pattern created by Sean Layne,
author of Acting Right: Building a Cooperative, Collaborative, Creative Classroom Community
Through Drama. The “concentration circle” helped to center students mentally and physically as
they stretched their bodies while acknowledging their presence and the presence of their
classmates in the dance class.
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After the “concentration circle,” dancers performed a series of short dances. The flower
dance from Interdisciplinary Learning through Dance: 101 Moventures stretched the dancers’
backs and hamstrings. In contrast, the butterfly stretch opened the dancers’ hips, allowing them
to stretch laterally and let them shake out their bodies. The “Dance, Dance, Dance- Dance” was a
dance that kindergarten and first-grade students performed one at a time in a circle. This was a
time for them to dance in any way they liked or felt for the day. The class would clap and sing
the song for every student, even if they chose not to dance. These dances became part of the
dancer’s regimen in dance class, giving them something they could expect each week.
Following the warm-up, the educator told the students the objectives of the dance class.
The students then participated in the dance experience for the week. They danced individually
and then in groups. Dancers had the opportunity present work to their peers before ending class
with a discussion based on the participation checklist found in Appendix C. The researcher
documented student responses as they each assessed their participation in the dance class. During
the discussion, students could verbally express their ideas on Empathy, Equity, and Inclusion
based on their participation in the dance class.
Lessons/Objectives
Dancers took part in one unit comprising five lessons for this study (Appendix D).
Lessons assisted in identifying students’ ability to define and internalize the concepts of
Empathy, Inclusion, Equity, and Oneness. The objectives for the dance classes were that students
would be able to identify and describe how someone’s body looks when they express different
feelings, freeze their bodies in statues to express awareness of their own feelings, know how to
physically interact with someone by showing Empathy, and understand that identifying how
someone uses their body can help understand how to show Empathy.
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Data Analysis
Data analysis was conducted based on results from parent surveys, student surveys,
educator surveys, class observations from educators, class discussions, and class participation
checklists. The researcher used Qualtrics, an online service that helped create, distribute, and
analyze survey data. Survey analytics were detailed from the Qualtrics software. Though some of
the questions in surveys and discussions were “yes” or “no” questions, most survey questions
were short answer. The researcher found common themes to analyze data that reflected Empathy,
Inclusion, Equity, Integration, and Oneness. Data from all themes were collected from
participants and can be found in Chapter IV.
Summary
The researcher used surveys to analyze data on Empathy, Inclusion, Equity, Integration,
and Oneness from educators, parents, educational staff, and students from kindergarten to
second-grade to identify the best practices for teaching lower elementary dance education.
Additional resources included class observations from educational staff, recommendations on
Integrating dance standards with general education standards, and in-class discussions between
the dance educator and students. The researcher will further describe student participation in
lessons, reactions to the lessons, and collaboration between educational staff in the succeeding
chapter.
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CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION
As stated in previous chapters, this study was conducted to research ways in which dance
education in a public school setting can increase student Empathy development within an
Inclusive dance class environment to create Oneness in the school community. The discussion of
this chapter analyzes student dance class participation in response to lessons on Empathy and
Inclusivity. Surveys completed by students, parents, and educators examined perspectives on
Empathy, Inclusion, Equity, Integration, and Oneness.
Preliminary Survey
Perspectives on Empathy
Before beginning the study’s dance lessons, the researcher sought to identify perspectives
on dance from parents, students, and school educators. As detailed in chapter two, noting these
perspectives is essential for understanding another person’s point of view and is a vital step in
developing Empathy. The researcher asked questions about dancing at home and emotions that
develop when participants dance to cognize various emotional responses that develop while
participating in dance activities. Analyzing these questions not only helped the researcher
understand the participants but was also a valuable step in considering student participation and
student interactions with peers. Because the researcher was also the dance educator, the surveys
served as an initiating practice in building Empathy and relationships with students, families, and
educators.
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In the first questions of the preliminary survey, participants were asked if they enjoy
dancing, if they dance at home, and who they dance with. Thirty-three respondents: parents,
students, and staff, completed surveys, and there was one participant who stated that they did not
dance at home. This participant also indicated that they did not enjoy dancing.

Figure 1. Students that Dance at Home.

Figure 2. Students that Enjoy Dancing.
Figures 1 and 2 may be the most important figures of this research because, while these
are two very simple figures, they can help explain a lot about perspectives on dance, dance
education, and the value of creating an Empathetic and Inclusive dance environment. The student
that said they did not dance at home also did not enjoy dancing. All participants who danced at
home also said they enjoyed dancing and dancing with others. Seven individuals indicated that
they enjoyed dancing alone, as shown in figure 3.
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Figure 3. Student Dance Partners at Home.
Collecting data about who likes to dance and why helps educators understand the value of
dance to students, parents, and staff. The participant that stated that their “siblings didn’t dance”
also indicated that they didn’t dance. Because there was no dancing at home, it may have been
difficult for this student to understand the value of dance at school. Other participants said that
dance made them happy, excited, reminded them of their childhood, and allowed them to bond
with their families. Some students even stated that dancing made them nervous, but dancing with
their friends made them happy, and they wanted to make their friends happy by dancing together.
On the contrary, another student didn’t have positive dance experiences in the past and
didn’t always feel included while dancing at home or at their previous school. Even with those
experiences, that student enjoyed dancing and desired to be accepted by their classmates in dance
class. The perspectives of these participants are crucial to this study. All but one of the
individuals surveyed enjoyed dancing, could articulate positive emotions while dancing, and
enjoyed the physical effects of dancing.
Parent and staff views on Empathy often referred to relationship building and perspective
taking. Adult responses on Empathy shared the idea of “understanding” as an indicator of
Empathy. Adult participants generally shared that Empathy begins with getting to know others
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and sharing their feelings, with some even stating that It means “sharing a lived trauma” or
“sharing the same experience.”
Perspectives on Inclusion
To analyze perspectives on Inclusion, the researcher asked parents and staff to define the
term in their own words. Some responses included: all, acceptance, community, whole, circle,
and ‘partenencia,’ a Spanish word that translates to ‘belonging’ in English. In student surveys,
students described Inclusion as every student feeling “good,” being “happy,” and “dancing
together.”
Students offered ideas for creating Inclusion in the dance class, suggesting the following:
dancing with a partner, playing music students like, taking breaks, and breathing. One student
said that it’s hard to include every classmate because “everyone doesn’t listen.” However, that
student stated that classmates may be more receptive to other students or that helping classmates
during recess or in different spaces in the school building may be helpful. Their suggestion goes
beyond the dance class and into Including their peers throughout the school building.
Perspectives on Equity
Parent and staff responses to the question of Equity pointed toward one word: Fair. Some
stated that everyone needs the same thing to be successful, while others suggested that Equity is
individualized. One participant clarified by saying that “what is fair is also individualized.” This
participant is stating the difference between equality and Equity, suggesting that equal isn’t
necessarily fair. Another indicated that Equity is “truly lived justice and Empathy.”
The researcher conducted class discussions and documented student perspectives about
Equity within dance lessons. The prompts for these conversations are documented in class
lessons later in the Discussion Chapter. Regarding dance and Equity, the researcher felt that class
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discussions might better garner student understanding of Equity since “students may be the ones
leading the way, as they are typically better at engaging in conversations about equity and their
inherent needs” (Casas et al. 16).
Perspectives on Integration
The subject of Integration was a conversation the researcher pursued solely with
educators and parents. Because the educational facility where this study was completed is an
“Arts Integrated School,” the researcher desired to analyze adult comprehension of Integration
within the school. All parents and staff surveyed stated that they danced at home and danced
with family, friends, or alone (individuals were allowed to select multiple choices).

Figure 4. Staff that Dance at Home.

Figure 5. Parent Dance Partners at Home.
When considering Integration, parent participants responded by stating views related to
Civil Rights. Their thematic views on Integration referred to various cultural, racial, and
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religious backgrounds working together. Staff responses to the same question varied, with some
discussing Integration as a “cross-curricular” connection and “mixing” subjects “like art” with
English Language Arts (ELA) and math.
Though most educators understand the concept of Integration as it pertains to arts and all
stated that they enjoy dancing, some struggle with Integrating movement or dance into their
practice (See figure 6). Two educators identified that they use movement in class to help students
recall and remember concepts and vocabulary. Three said they gave students dance breaks to
help them with “mental stamina.” Still, another noted that they didn’t use movement in their
practice because “it’s difficult when I barely know dance myself.”

Figure 6. Educators that Use Dance or Movement in their Practice.
Perspectives on Oneness
Other survey questions sought to determine if students could internalize the perspectives
of others regarding preferences about dancing to move toward Oneness within the dance class.
Students were asked, “why do you think your friends and family enjoy dancing,” and “why do
you think your friends and family don’t dance?” Many replied that dancing makes others happy
and is fun, while others indicated that people who dance feel “comfortable” or “confident.” Some
students suggested that others enjoy dancing because they can create their “own music,” and they
are so confident in their dancing that they like to “show each other.” When asked why they
thought others didn’t dance, students said they may be “embarrassed” or “too busy.”
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When parents and staff were asked, “what comes to mind when you hear” Oneness,
thematic responses were “peace,” “similarities,” “complete,” and “todos juntos,” a Spanish
phrase that translates to “all together” in English. The researcher also solicited recommendations
from parents and staff on ways in which all parties can partner to develop Oneness within the
school community by building the skills of E-I-E-I-O (Empathy, Inclusion, Equity, Integration,
and Oneness). Staff further desired to have collaborative planning time with the Dance Specialist
in the building and to include more movement activities within their academic lessons. Parents
desired to continue the dance enrichment in student schedules and continue offering “school
events where everyone participates.”
“This is How I Feel” Unit
Three classes: one kindergarten, one first, and one second-grade class, participated in a
dance unit of study that taught lessons on self-awareness, Empathy, Inclusion, and Oneness. The
unit also included a conversation about Equity in the first and second-grade classes. Lesson plans
are found in Appendix D, and templates for Summaries of Class Discussions are located in
Appendix C.
The unit of study included five lessons. Each week, before beginning the lessons,
students began with a physical warm-up that encouraged students to focus their minds and their
bodies. Students started with a “concentration circle” adapted from Sean Layne’s, Actors
Toolbox, where they executed breathing exercises and tactile and sensory stimuli as their hands
touched their legs, hips, bellies, shoulders, necks, and temples. The flower dance, butterfly
stretch, and “Dance, Dance, Dance- Dance” followed as detailed in Chapter Three. After their
warm-up each week, students turned to an “elbow partner” and asked them how they felt. Each
partner had an opportunity to discuss their feelings, which led to the day’s lesson.
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Lesson 1: Feelings Exploration and
Chart
In week one, students were asked to think about how they felt and imagine a color that
corresponded with that emotion as they closed their eyes during the “Concentration Circle.”
When students opened their eyes and sat down, they discussed their perspectives on feelings.
They were able to describe where they believe emotions come from and why they have had
certain emotions in preparation for improvising their feelings dances.
Students created dances in their personal space, where they improvised movements based
on scenarios the researcher described. These scenarios were developed by experiences that
students detailed from reasons they have experienced certain emotions. The researcher described
the postures that the students were performing. For example, if students created a sad body
shape, the educator would announce and describe that she saw “heads down, shoulders forward,
pouty lips, etc.”
Students sat in a circle after individually exploring different emotional experiences. The
educator called on students to perform their improvisational feelings dance one at a time inside
the circle. They were also asked to think of the corresponding color to that emotion. Students
who observed were asked to guess the feeling and color being performed inside the circle. They
were then asked to describe movements executed that represented the feeling. Students then
discussed whether they had ever felt that emotion before. The class ended with the students
creating a list of feelings that they have either experienced or an emotion they have heard of.
Students could add to this list each week at the beginning and end of the lesson.
Lesson 2: Self-Awareness
In lesson two, students were asked to examine visual works of art, including portraits and
photos of statues, to aid in discussing the emotions of the individuals portrayed. They were asked
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to elaborate on what was happening in the work of art to make them believe they were
expressing specific emotions. The educator told students that they would create statues based on
their feelings. They were to freeze their bodies in the emotion and portray the scenario the
educator detailed. Again, the educator announced the physical attributes of the students’ statues.
These attributes included spatial levels and big versus small body shapes.
Before ending the class, students were able to show their feelings statues inside of a circle
as other students observed. Students surrounding the circle were asked to guess the feeling statue
of the student in the middle. Once the performer in the middle acknowledged their feeling, the
students around the circle were asked if they had ever experienced that feeling and why. The
educator documented responses.
To end the lesson, the educator explained that experiencing a feeling someone else is
feeling is called Empathy. The educator elaborated with second-grade students by telling them
that “empathy is when you can put yourself in someone else’s shoes.” Students were left with
this thought to prepare for next week’s lesson.
Lesson 3: Empathy and Inclusion
Students completed daily warm-ups and faced the front of the classroom. After
discussing the previous dance class, the educator pointed to the word Empathy posted on the
mirror. The educator asked students if they recalled the meaning of the word Empathy from the
previous week. Some students recalled the word’s meaning. The educator restated the definition
for those that did not remember and the class repeated after the educator.
In lesson three, students created statues and mirrored one another while in groups of two.
Once students created mirror reflections of each other representing an emotion expressed by the
educator, one student was asked to create an Empathic statue in response to their partner (each
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class may have had one group of three if there was an odd number of students). The educator
verbally expressed ways in which students responded to each other and developed spatial
relationships with their partner or group.
Sitting with their partners or group, students were asked which statues they enjoyed
creating the most and if they appreciated that their partner, or partners, expressed Empathy when
they responded to the feelings statues. The educator then posted the word “Inclusion” in the front
of the class and pronounced the word. She then asked students if they knew what Inclusion
meant. She defined Inclusion as “being invited to participate.” Students were asked if they felt
Included in the lesson. The educator also asked reasons why students did or did not feel
Included. The Checklist found in Appendix C helped the educator guide these conversations.
One second-grader stated that she didn’t feel included in lesson 3 because she was asked to go to
the “Power Center” to take a break for a few minutes during the class.
Lessons 4 and 5: Equity and Oneness
First and second-grade classes began lessons four and five with whole class
conversations. These conversations included student interpretation of the words Equity and
Oneness. After posting the words on the wall, the educator told the students the definitions of
these words. The classes continued the conversations to determine ways in which Empathy,
Inclusion, and Equity may lead to Oneness within a community.
The educator pointed to the word Equity posted on the front of the class and asked the
students to repeat the word after it was stated. The educator described that “the word Equity
means that everyone gets what they need in the class. For example, in your class, someone may
not have a pencil, and your teacher may give that person a pencil. Or, someone may not have a
book, and your teacher will ensure they have it so everyone can follow along during the lesson.”
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The dance educator then asked the students what they thought the word Equity meant and
what the dance class needs to be Equitable. One student answered that Equity is “equal, the
same, hav[ing]the same.” The students also noted things they needed in the dance class to be
Equitable. That list included: shoes, space, “the right clothes,” ballet shoes, tap shoes, flexibility,
stretching, dance pants, and dance shirts. One student asked what the shirts were called that
dancers wear, referring to leotards.
In week five, the educator presented Oneness to the second-grade class as “everyone
being different, needing different things, but working together as one.” When the students were
asked what they believed Oneness to be, one student responded, “One group,” another replied,
“unity,” and another responded, “unison.” Following the dialogue, students were given
instructions to create Empathy dances in small groups or as a class. Kindergarten and first-grade
students created dances as partners, while second-grade students created one whole class dance.
Students were allowed to choose what emotions they would perform in these dances, their spatial
relationship to their partner or the group, and the floor pattern as they moved through emotions.
Summaries of Discussion and
Participation Notes
Teaching staff that agreed to participate in the study were asked to observe classes that
included students they serviced. English Language Learner (ELL) teachers that provided services
to that grade level observed their students, the Restorative Justice Coordinator (RJC) that
provided services to first-grade students observed those students, etc. As the teaching staff
observed the dance classes, they completed observation forms where they stated the objective for
the class, discussed student and educator interactions during the lessons, including how those
interactions may have changed throughout the lesson, and any strategies from their educational
practice that may be useful in the dance class.
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One Special Education (SPED) teacher, as well as the RJC, noted “mindfulness” and
“meditative” practices referring to the “concentration circle” that begins each lesson. The firstgrade teacher described that the dance educator was active throughout the classroom and rotated
the room to connect with each student and complimented them on their progress. Staff responses
incorporated comments that the lessons included all students and any changes that took place
with the students while participating in the class. They also took notes on student engagement as
the students interacted and danced in the class. At the end of the survey, the first-grade teacher
and ELL teacher commented that changes in student behavior were attributed to teacher
redirection and responses to students.
One SPED teacher stated that “the students were engaged,” and the “teacher offers
alternate ways to engage in the lesson.” The kindergarten teacher discussed the “attention
grabbers” that the dance educator used to redirect students while using call-and-response claps or
calling “Attention!” Though the first-grade teacher, one SPED teacher, and the kindergarten
teacher acknowledged the dance educator’s ability to praise students, they also suggested
allowing students to complement one another verbally.
The first-grade teacher noted that in the flower dance warm-up, the educator emphasized
“unison” as a vocabulary word stating that students were further engaged when the educator
explained and modeled the vocabulary word. She recommended that more vocabulary should be
utilized throughout the statue lesson. The Restorative Justice Coordinator highlighted the
importance of the educator to “stress the expectations before, during, and after in the lessons to
give every student an opportunity to share in the proactive parts of restoring relationships and
creating them.”
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One ELL educator stated that the lesson about emotions was very Inclusive because each
student has an experience with emotions regardless of their language, but suggested using more
visuals in class. She added that educators try “to limit language barriers with pictures and
modeling in ELL classes.” She also reinforced that because the feelings lesson allowed students
to express “emotions through the body,” the dance educator must remember that “different
cultures express sadness differently, so inviting/encouraging students to really pose the way an
emotion genuinely feels for them.” At the end of the dance period, the SPED teacher also noted
that the dance educator “pulled” some students individually to have conversations with them
about their participation while others had some time to dance freely before exiting the class.
Student Post Survey
The student post survey was used to understand student retention of dance concepts and
analyze student development regarding Empathy and Inclusion between peers and the educator.
Students were asked their perspectives on the dance class: things they liked and wished were
different. Twenty students completed the final survey, revealing that the students, including
those who struggled with dance and confidence with dance at the beginning of the study, felt
their friends and the teacher helped them do their best in the dance class. (Figure 7)

Figure 7. Did the Teacher and Your Friends Help You do Your Best in Dance Class?
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Figure 8 shows that four students didn’t learn anything new about why people dance. Ten
students stated that they learned that people can dance their feelings. Others expressed that they
learned that people have “cool dance moves,” different cultures do different dances, and that
people can dance on the floor and on their feet.

Figure 8. Did You Learn Anything New About Why Some People Dance?
The researcher was also curious about how and if students discussed dance class at home.
Those that said their parents helped them do their best in dance stated that their parents danced
with them at home, encouraged them, helped them with stretches, or clapped when they danced.
Some students also said they talked to their parents about what they do in dance class. Four
students indicated that their parents didn’t help because the student practiced dance in private
because they wanted their dances to be a surprise for their parents. Others said their parents don’t
know “the different things in dance.” One student stated that their parent wouldn’t allow them to
dance at home.

Figure 9. Do You Think Your Parents Helped You Do Your Best in The Dance Class?
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When asked, “in what ways did the teacher and your friends help you do your best in
dance class,” many of the students said that they felt more confident when the teacher and their
peers clapped for them and, “said their names.” They stated that the educator was “supportive,”
they liked corrections, and they enjoyed dancing with their “friends and the teacher.”
Summary of Discussion
This study was developed to understand how all members of a school community could
work together to help increase the social-awareness and self-awareness of the student population
to create a more Empathetic and Inclusive dance program. Staff, parents, and students
participated in surveys that assisted the researcher in understanding the importance of dance at
home and within the school. Surveys helped the researcher facilitate lessons on Empathy,
Inclusion, Equity, and Oneness.
Staff also observed dance classes to provide feedback, offer input on student interactions,
student participation, ways in which the class was Inclusive while nurturing Empathy, and
provide suggestions to Integrate concepts of different practices within the dance class for
students to gain ideas from various educational practices. To conclude the study, students
participated in a final survey to help the researcher identify student retention, comprehension,
and growth of dance concepts.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The purpose of this research was to determine ways in which dance could assist
kindergarten, first, and second-grade student comprehension of Empathy, Inclusion, Equity, and
Oneness. The researcher sought to answer five research questions:
Q1

In what ways can dance educators teach Empathy and Inclusivity through dance?

Q2

In what ways can dance educators create Empathetic and Inclusive dance
environments?

Q3

In what ways can dance become Equitable in the public school environment?

Q4

In what ways can dance education serve as an Integrative tool in different aspects
of our lives in and out of the school building?

Q5

In what ways can dance education create Oneness in the school community?

To answer the research questions, the researcher used an integrative approach to gain
qualitative data and investigated the ways in which students internalize these concepts.
Elementary educators are charged with teaching students who are just learning to increase their
emotional intelligence. Simultaneously, students in these grades are gaining autonomy over their
bodies. This study allowed them to use their bodies while helping them comprehend their
emotions to support creating and building Empathy.
Interpretation of Findings
Empathy and Inclusion
Chapter IV discussed ways in which understanding student, parent, and staff perspectives
of dance at home may contribute to student perspectives of dance in the dance class. Figures 2
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and 3 in Chapter IV display students that enjoy dance and dance at home. This data shows that
out of the nineteen students surveyed at the beginning of the study, only one didn’t dance at
home. This student also did not enjoy dancing at school. Another student did not feel Included in
dance at home though she saw her older sister dancing with friends. Nevertheless, this student
desired to participate and do her best in the dance class.
Students that danced at home couldn’t understand why a student wouldn’t want to dance
at school but attempted to be Empathetic. They postulated ideas of embarrassment that others
may feel but couldn’t fathom what would make their friends embarrassed. For the parents, staff,
and students that danced at home, embarrassment may be resolved because of the sense of
silliness and the openness of expression while dancing with those they love and trust at home.
Those who dance at home value the way dance makes them feel and the physical and
emotional exuberance they achieve from dancing. Nevertheless, those who dance at home found
it challenging to Empathize with those who didn’t enjoy or see the benefits of dance. In this case,
perspective taking was essential to help others feel Included in the dance experiences to build a
supportive and democratic dance class environment where all participants are engaged in the
physical learning experience through dance.
Once students began the “This is How I Feel” dance unit, more students began to see that
everyone knew or experienced similar emotions. Each student could perceive the colors they
believed their feelings to be when they individually presented how they felt at the beginning of
the unit, and they were able to dance to a corresponding color. Students equaled red to the
feeling of anger, orange and yellow represented feeling happy, while blue and purple meant
calm.
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The students came up with about twenty-nine feelings throughout the unit, and each
class performed between five and nine emotions in their feelings dances. Pictures of their
Feelings Chart are found in Appendix E. Appendix E also displays floor patterns, relationships,
and spatial levels that the students danced in as they created spatial patterns that they felt
represented the way each emotion moved. For example, the first-graders used “paranoid” as a
feeling and were able to explain that paranoid feels like “something is following you.” They
wanted to move in a zigzag pattern to express “paranoid” as an emotion. When students
expressed anger, they moved in a straight line and turned their bodies away from their partner or
group. When students were happy or sad, they changed their level. Happy was displayed as an
open high level, while sad was a low closed position.
Students showed self-awareness as they communicated experiences where certain
emotions presented themselves. They could also identify the feelings and the colors that other
students performed. This qualitative data shows that students in kindergarten, first, and secondgrades could demonstrate their emotions and express them physically even when they weren’t
feeling an emotion at that time. Students could also physically execute ways in which they felt
Empathy was appropriately communicated to them. When showing their feelings, including
happy, sad, confused, and frustrated, students in these grade levels demonstrated hugging as an
appropriate Empathetic response. With feelings such as anger, disappointment, or annoyance,
students demonstrated turning away from their partner or group.
Students also held a conversation about positive and negative feelings. The conversation
continued with analyzing emotions that were similar but had different emotional outcomes.
Chapter IV discussed that second-grade participants in this study chose to create a whole class
dance. The student’s general education teacher, who had also consented to participate in this
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study, left the school within the time frame that the students were participating in the “This is
How I Feel” dance unit of study. The student’s described that this experience made them feel
“disappointed, surprised, sad, and angry.” The dance educator could see that living through this
experience had changed their interactions. During week four, the researcher stopped the dance
class, and the students and researcher went to the bilingual counselor. She spoke with the
students and gave strategies, including breathing exercises, integrating art, and writing to help
them cope with the situation.
When students regrouped in the dance class the following week, they created a feeling
dance that took place in a circle. The students were Empathetic with one another, and each
student felt Included in the process. Students explored space, levels, directions, floor patterns,
timing, and dynamic changes. They wanted to showcase their feelings before their general
education teacher left and how they felt going through the experience. They also desired to
display how they would feel if things were different and how they felt knowing their teacher may
not return. Kindergarten and first-grade classes participated in a similar lesson but worked in
small groups. All groups danced simultaneously.
The dance educator created an Empathetic and Inclusive dance class environment by
connecting with students, parents, and school staff in and out of the dance class. The constant
communication with parents through letters home, newsletters, and posts on the school Class
Dojo, the school social media platform, allowed parents to see their child’s participation in the
dance class. Asking students to discuss how they are feeling at the beginning of dance class
helped build Empathy, “because they know if they were trying and participating in their way.... It
validated and re-engaged some of them. Also, those that did not participate were accountable for
it,” as stated by the second-grade SPED teacher.
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Furthermore, communicating with the staff helped facilitate direct communication with
various educators. This was particularly useful in understanding student behaviors and promoting
Inclusion. The bi-lingual counselor was open to meeting with the second-graders when they
needed help and offered support. The Restorative Justice Coordinator (RJC) gave valuable
support to students needing redirection.
Accountability was not a focus of the study; however, the “Power Center” was a place in
the dance class where students could take a break. Sometimes the students asked to take a break,
and other times the educator requested that a student go to the “Power Center” to refocus and
rejoin when they were ready. The “Power Center” feels exclusionary to students if they are asked
to go. One student described that the “Power Center” did not allow her to feel Included in the
lesson. However, when others were working, it also allowed the educator to give personal
attention to a student who may need an individualized conversation, as the second-grade SPED
teacher acknowledged.
Overall, Empathy and Inclusion begin with the educator. Including every student
commences with the educator getting to know the students in and out of class. Getting to know
parents is a valuable tool for understanding the students. Once in the dance class, the educator is
learning how the students are Empathetic and Inclusive with one another and can build upon
those relationships.
Equity
As the educator builds relationships with students, they also learn how to respond to each
student individually. In Chapter IV, one parent stated that regarding Equity, “what is fair is also
individualized.” Though the students are learning about Empathy and Inclusion within the “This
is How I Feel” dance unit of study, the educator should be differentiating responses as they
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differentiate instruction. While differentiating these responses, the educator allows students to
participate in the way they need. This facilitates the democratic learning environment where
“collaboration expands learning opportunities by helping [students] gain new knowledge that
goes beyond any knowledge the participants have in isolation” (Martin-Beltrán et al. 50). Equity
also expands collaboration, and it begins with the educator.
The “Power Center,” though an isolating experience for the student, also creates an
opportunity for the educator to converse with a student. A one-on-one conversation helps the
educator understand what the student needs to participate successfully before being Included
back into the class. On the contrary, educators need to be Equitable in student behaviors. Some
students may seem “wigglier” during conversations within the dance class. The environment is
different; students sit on the floor, there are mirrors, and they have more space than in their
general education class. All these factors can be overstimulating and cause various student
responses. As noted by the first-grade teacher, engaging active students more frequently ensures
that they are attentive even as they move.
It is important to note that when students are more active, that doesn’t mean they are not
paying attention. Though some educators and the RJC suggested the continual repetition of
classroom expectations, it is essential to understand ways in which each student needs to be
redirected. Some may need an “attention grabber,” as noted by the kindergarten teacher.
However, if others are not distracted, and it is noticeable that the individual student is paying
attention in the way that is best for them, the educator can further Include them in the discussion
while continuing with the rest of the class. In this study, it was necessary to “recognize students’
cultural displays of learning and meaning making and respond positively and constructively”
(Hammond 15), creating a space where all students felt comfortable dancing. It is important to
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note that students understand their classmates’ behaviors, many of which are addressed in their
general education classes. Though behaviors may be distracting to the dance educator, peers may
understand how to ignore them.
Students may seem to be “wigglier” in dance class, they are in a different space, often on
the floor, and they get comfortable. An educator should offer redirection and remain patient.
Though it may be a distraction to some, some students are using their movement to think and
comprehend, while others may just seem to be a distraction. Educators should provide breaks
when necessary and allow students to rejoin so that students understanding that Inclusion is the
priority.
Integration
As the dance educator presented the “This is What I Feel” dance unit of study to
kindergarten, first, and second-grade students, the first-grade general education teacher was
simultaneously teaching a unit titled, “Body Function and Self Awareness.” First-grade students
developed written passages and visual interpretations of what they understood about selfawareness. They also learned how to move their bodies in various ways. However, analysis from
responses about the term “Integration” determined that Integration at the school either makes
staff “uncomfortable,” or the term, as it relates to the arts, is misunderstood by parents and staff
all together.
Though the first-grade general education teacher and the dance educator were teaching
similar units, they could not collaborate on self-awareness and how to Integrate dance and the
English Language Arts units. All other educators stated that they allowed students to “shake their
wiggles out” when they need a “brain break,” and that was the extent of dance Integration in
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their practice. One teacher noted that it’s hard to incorporate dance, “when I barely know how to
dance myself.”
Allowing students to get their wiggles out is an excellent way to give them a break from
learning. To engage students after they get their wiggles out, however, educators should allow
students to center themselves with a stretch or a “concentration circle,” similar to the warm-ups
students performed in the dance class. Students can do these anywhere in the class, but coming to
a circle reminds them that they and the teacher have different emotions that make them feel
confident, unconfident, silly, intelligent, and talented. Everyone in the circle is invited, Included,
and equal in that moment. This also begins the process of Integration throughout the school
building.
The warmups used in the “This is How I feel Unit” are suitable for dance educators and
other educational staff. The “concentration circle” is a great way to center students as they have a
“mindfulness moment.” Dance educators may use different warm-ups to teach dance standards.
All other educational staff can choose to use warm-ups to help students stretch their bodies
before starting a lesson or during a transition. Performing physical warm-ups in various spaces of
the school building allows the dance activities to become commonplace while helping students
acclimate to the dance class and furthers the Integration of dance within the general education
classroom.
Two teachers noted collaboration as a helpful tool that would allow general education
teachers to use Integration more appropriately in class. As the study progressed, however, the
researcher began to think of Integration not only as something that educators do together but as
something that is done between parents, educators, administrators, and students. All students
who danced at home had positive outlooks on their experiences in the dance class, including one
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student who struggled with dance, and confidence with dance, at the beginning of the study.
Integration must happen at home and at school for it to be successful.
Oneness
Every student, educator, and staff member should understand their role in developing
Oneness among the school community. Principals and school administrators must “ensure [that]
all students have every opportunity to learn from their teachers, classmates, and the entire school
community” (Casas e al. 62). Developing E-I-E-I-O within the dance class ensures that lessons
align with the school’s goals. This type of alignment establishes a cohesive delivery where every
adult shares “collective responsibility throughout the school day: the idea that all adults are
responsible for all kids within the school. With that, all adults will do whatever it takes to help
students be successful” (Casas e al. 62). Teaching dance education helps students become
thoughtful in their choices as they discover how their choices affect themselves, their peers, and
the larger school community.
It takes every administrator, all staff, every parent, every student, and a supportive
community to create Oneness. It is not possible in one class, and certainly not possible forty-five
minutes a week. However, when everyone in the community is working together to assist in
community building and collaboration, everyone can learn what their students need from an
Empathetic and Inclusive perspective. Concurrently, the community is building Equity and
Integrating the most critical curricular and social-emotional lessons throughout the school
environment.
Limitations of the Study
The researcher was also the dance educator in this study, making it a very personal
experience. Though only three classes participated in the study, the educator taught over twenty-
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five dance classes from pre-kindergarten to fifth-grade. Simultaneously, she communicated
constantly with the twelve educational staff who consented to participate in the research.
Ensuring the participation of all consenting staff presented problems because they had to
find time during their planning, lunch, or home to observe classes and complete observation
forms. It was challenging receiving feedback on the dance classes because collaboration and
Integration were optional even though this was an Arts Integrated school. Furthermore, only six
parents completed surveys at the beginning of the study. This made it difficult to get a full
assessment of parent perspectives. Because of parent participation at the beginning, the educator
chose not to request an ending survey.
Recommendations
For future studies on this topic, the researcher recommends developing a team where one
person facilitates research on an individual aspect: Empathy, Inclusion, Equity, or Integration,
and then the group comes together to discuss Oneness. The student’s views on Equity were
particular in developing a dance class with the attire and resources regulated for a dance class. It
would be valuable to understand if these sorts of items change student perspectives within the
dance class with the possibility of studying this topic in a magnet program, dance studio, an
afterschool program, or a fully resourced dance Integration class.
This type of research would benefit an educational institution where the Administration
discusses Arts Integration and communicates with all staff and families the expectations and
outcomes of Arts Integration. Collaborative planning would help in building Integration, as noted
by two educational staff. Furthermore, the dance educator asked the participating staff if there
were any practices from the dance class that may be useful within the general education classes
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to increase Integration of dance concepts. A better question may be, “what practices from the
dance education class may be useful in various educational practices?”.
A bilingual team is also beneficial. Consent forms for this study were sent to parents in
English, Spanish, and Amharic. Parent surveys were only done in English and Spanish because
there was no translation on Qualtrics for Amharic. Student interviews/surveys were only
administered in English because that is the researcher’s home language.
Conclusion
Students can internalize concepts of Empathy and Inclusion as early as kindergarten.
Dance education not only gives students the opportunity to experience these concepts, but the
structure of the dance class and deliberate relationship building between the educator and
students necessitates building Empathy and Inclusion within the dance class. The dance educator
facilitates conversations about emotions, students dance in circles creating community, and
dancing feelings helps students learn about each other as the teacher learns more about the
students.
As students learn the concepts of Empathy and Inclusion, the educator is learning about
the students to respond to them in Equitable ways. Students are also learning to respond to each
other in ways that are appropriate and individualized. They begin to understand that though they
experience similar emotions, they may express them and respond to them in different ways.
Partnering with various educational staff and working toward Integrating multiple intelligences
and teaching practices helps to create this Equitable experience for students.
The dance educator, being open and available to students, educational staff, and parents,
helps to build Oneness in the school community. Though this is a huge and demanding task, it
can happen one class at a time, one interaction at a time, and one emotion at a time. The dance
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educator doesn’t have to do it alone. It takes the entire community, and it starts with something
as simple as an introduction and asking, “How are you feeling today?” just as the students did in
each lesson of the “This is How I Feel” dance unit.
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CONSENT FORM FOR HUMAN PARTICIPANTS IN RESEARCH
UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN COLORADO

Thesis Title:

Empathy, Inclusion, Equity, Integration, Oneness:
Best Practices in Lower Elementary Dance Education

Researcher: Charity CB Metzger, Graduate Student at the University of Northern Colorado
Contact Information: 305-798-1078; metz3357@bears.unco.edu
Research Advisor: Professor Christy O’Connell-Black, University of Northern Colorado,
Christy.oconnellblack@unco.edu
Purpose and Description: This study aims to determine best practices for teaching dance classes in primary school
to encourage Empathy, Inclusion, Equity, Integration, and Oneness (E-I-E-I-O) amongst students with the intent
that students will carry these principles as they matriculate through school into adulthood. Furthermore, this study
seeks to uncover the effects of dance education on students’ interactions with adults and peers. Finally, the study
will identify the perceptions of dance from the school community to reveal the effects on students’ participation.
Adult participants will be asked to complete two surveys. One survey is to be completed at the beginning of the
study and the other to be completed at the end of the study. The surveys should take between ten and fifteen
minutes. Questions are geared toward understanding adult views on dance and dance education as it relates to you,
your family, and your student’s participation in the dance class. Guardians will complete a survey based on their
perceptions of dance class. The guardian survey will incorporate expectations and perceptions of dance class, along
with familial and social experiences with dance.
The subjects’ answers on the pre-survey will be compared to those on the post-survey. In addition, the researcher
will evaluate changes in student interactions with peers, teachers, and staff in and out of the dance class. The
questions will be analyzed mostly quantitatively as the goal is to examine perceptions of the dance class concerning
E-I-E-I-O. I foresee no risk in this research aside from the donation of time and effort to complete the surveys. I
understand that time and effort are precious and valuable. I foresee no risk in this research aside from the donation
of time and effort to complete the surveys. I understand that time and effort are precious and valuable.
Your participation is voluntary. You may decide not to participate in this study and if you begin participation you
may still decide to stop and withdraw at any time. Your decision will be respected and should never feel forced to
participate. Having read the above and having had an opportunity to ask any questions, please sign below if you
would like to participate in this research. A copy of this form will be given to you to retain for future reference. If
you have any concerns about your selection or treatment as a research participant, please contact Nicole Morse,
Office of Research, Kepner Hall, University of Northern Colorado Greeley, CO 80639; 970-351-1910.
Your identity will never be shared in this study. I will place a subject number on each survey you complete, and I
will be the only person that knows the name connected with a subject number. Data collected and analyzed for this
study will be kept in a locked cabinet at Mrs. Metzger’s home. The information collected will only be accessible to
Mrs. Metzger. Though the research may be used to understand dance education in elementary schools, no personal
data will be collected from any person. Furthermore, no personal information will be given to Takoma Elementary
School or District of Columbia Public Schools.
Subject’s Signature

Date

Researcher’s Signature

Date
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STAFF CONSENT FORM FOR HUMAN PARTICIPATION IN RESEARCH
UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN COLORADO
Thesis Title:

Empathy, Inclusion, Equity, Integration, Oneness:
Best Practices in Lower Elementary Dance Education

Researcher: Charity CB Metzger, Graduate Student at the University of Northern Colorado
Contact Information: 305-798-1078; metz3357@bears.unco.edu
Research Advisor: Professor Christy O’Connell-Black, University of Northern Colorado,
Christy.oconnellblack@unco.edu
Purpose and Description: This study aims to determine best practices for teaching dance classes in
primary school to encourage Empathy, Inclusion, Equity, Integration, and Oneness (E-I-E-I-O)
amongst students with the intent that students will carry these principles as they matriculate through
school into adulthood. Furthermore, this study seeks to uncover the effects of dance education on
students’ interactions with adults and peers. Finally, the study will identify the perceptions of dance
from the school community to reveal the effects on students’ participation.
Staff participants will be asked to complete two surveys: one at the beginning of the study in January
and the study’s end in May. The surveys should take between ten and fifteen minutes. Questions are
geared toward understanding staff views on dance and dance education related to staff, family,
service with students, and student participation in the dance class. The staff survey will incorporate
expectations and perceptions of dance class and familial and social experiences with dance. In
addition, select staff including aides, behavior technicians, and the wellness team will be asked to
observe the dance class, document student participation on a form, and give feedback once a month.
The subjects’ answers on the pre-survey will be compared to those on the post-survey. In addition,
the researcher will evaluate changes in student interactions with peers, teachers, and staff in and out
of the dance class. The questions will be analyzed mostly quantitatively as the goal is to examine
perceptions of the dance class concerning E-I-E-I-O.
I foresee no risk in this research aside from the donation of time and effort to complete the surveys.
However, I understand that time and effort are valuable.
Your participation is voluntary. You may decide not to participate in this study, and if you begin
participation, you may still choose to stop and withdraw at any time. Your decision will be respected,
and you should never feel forced to participate. Having read the above and had an opportunity to ask
any questions, please sign below if you would like to participate in this research. You will receive a
copy of this form to retain for future reference. If you have any concerns about your selection or
treatment as a research participant, please contact Nicole Morse, Office of Research, Kepner Hall,
University of Northern Colorado Greeley, CO 80639; 970-351-1910.
Your identity will never be shared in this study. I will place a subject number on each survey you
complete, and I will be the only person that knows the name connected with a subject number. Data
collected and analyzed for this study will be kept in a locked cabinet in Mrs. Metzger’s home. The
information collected will only be accessible to Mrs. Metzger. Though the research may be used to
understand dance education in elementary schools, no personal data will be collected from any
person. Furthermore, no personal information will be given to Takoma Elementary School or District
of Columbia Public Schools.

Subject’s Signature

Date
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STAFF CONSENT FORM FOR HUMAN PARTICIPATION IN RESEARCH
UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN COLORADO
Thesis Title:

Empathy, Inclusion, Equity, Integration, Oneness:
Best Practices in Lower Elementary Dance Education

Researcher: Charity CB Metzger, Graduate Student at the University of Northern Colorado
Contact Information: 305-798-1078; metz3357@bears.unco.edu
Research Advisor: Professor Christy O’Connell-Black, University of Northern Colorado,
Christy.oconnellblack@unco.edu
Purpose and Description: This study aims to determine best practices for teaching dance classes in
primary school to encourage Empathy, Inclusion, Equity, Integration, and Oneness (E-I-E-I-O)
amongst students with the intent that students will carry these principles as they matriculate through
school into adulthood. Furthermore, this study seeks to uncover the effects of dance education on
students’ interactions with adults and peers. Finally, the study will identify the perceptions of dance
from the school community to reveal the effects on students’ participation.
Staff participants will be asked to complete two surveys: one at the beginning of the study in January
and the study’s end in May. The surveys should take between ten and fifteen minutes. Questions are
geared toward understanding staff views on dance and dance education related to staff, family,
service with students, and student participation in the dance class. The staff survey will incorporate
expectations and perceptions of dance class and familial and social experiences with dance. In
addition, select staff including aides, behavior technicians, and the wellness team will be asked to
observe the dance class, document student participation on a form, and give feedback once a month.
The subjects’ answers on the pre-survey will be compared to those on the post-survey. In addition,
the researcher will evaluate changes in student interactions with peers, teachers, and staff in and out
of the dance class. The questions will be analyzed mostly quantitatively as the goal is to examine
perceptions of the dance class concerning E-I-E-I-O.
I foresee no risk in this research aside from the donation of time and effort to complete the surveys.
However, I understand that time and effort are valuable.
Your participation is voluntary. You may decide not to participate in this study, and if you begin
participation, you may still choose to stop and withdraw at any time. Your decision will be respected,
and you should never feel forced to participate. Having read the above and had an opportunity to ask
any questions, please sign below if you would like to participate in this research. You will receive a
copy of this form to retain for future reference. If you have any concerns about your selection or
treatment as a research participant, please contact Nicole Morse, Office of Research, Kepner Hall,
University of Northern Colorado Greeley, CO 80639; 970-351-1910.
Your identity will never be shared in this study. I will place a subject number on each survey you
complete, and I will be the only person that knows the name connected with a subject number. Data
collected and analyzed for this study will be kept in a locked cabinet in Mrs. Metzger’s home. The
information collected will only be accessible to Mrs. Metzger. Though the research may be used to
understand dance education in elementary schools, no personal data will be collected from any
person. Furthermore, no personal information will be given to Takoma Elementary School or District
of Columbia Public Schools.

Subject’s Signature

Date
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PARENT CONSENT FORM FOR STUDENT PARTICIPANTS IN RESEARCH
UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN COLORADO
Thesis Title:

Empathy, Inclusion, Equity, Integration, Oneness:
Best Practices in Lower Elementary Dance Education

Researcher: Charity CB Metzger, Graduate Student at the University of Northern Colorado
Contact Information: 305-798-1078; metz3357@bears.unco.edu
Research Advisor: Professor Christy O’Connell-Black, University of Northern Colorado,
Christy.oconnellblack@unco.edu

Teaching dance to the students at Takoma Elementary School (TES) has been one
of the highlights of my career. Because of them, I desire to assist dance educators
everywhere discover the best practices for teaching dance classes in primary school.
Students from multiple classes at TES can help in my research. If you grant
permission, and if your child confirms their willingness to participate, I will study the
student’s participation in the dance class and how they use tools learned in the
dance class in general education classes, recess, or lunch at TES.
The first part of my research will include an interview about experiences with dance
at home and school. The second part of the research will contain observations and
notes on discussions in the dance class. The class will discuss our feelings and
responses about ways different people move in and out of the dance class. The
culmination of the study is a final interview. The interviews are between 15 and 20
minutes and will take place on the 3rd-floor commons, an open area inside the
school building. The study will take place between January and May 2021.
I foresee minimal risk in this research. The students will partake in their standard
dance classes. Aside from the fatigue that comes with dancing in class. For
interviews, students will be asked to step out of class for fifteen to twenty minutes to
answer questions at the beginning and end of the study. I will work with their
classroom teacher to find a time that does not interfere with their classroom learning,
eating, or recess time.
We may videotape or photograph the activities to back up the notes taken by the
researcher. Be assured that we intend to keep the contents of these tapes private.
Photographs may be used in the thesis study with the consent of parents and
students. To further help maintain confidentiality, computer files of children’s
performance will be created, and numerical identifiers will replace children’s names.
The names of subjects will not appear in any professional report of this research. All
documents, files, photos and videos will be stored in password protected computers
and electronic devices and will be deleted once recordings have been transcribed.
Please feel free to phone me if you have any questions or concerns about this
research, and please retain one copy of this letter for your records.
Thank you for assisting me with my research.
Sincerely,
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Participation is voluntary. You may decide not to participate in this study, and if you begin
participation, you may still choose to stop and withdraw at any time. Your decision will be
respected. Having read the above and had an opportunity to ask any questions, please sign
below if you would like to participate in this research. You will receive a copy of this form to
retain for future reference. If you have any concerns about your selection or treatment as a
research participant, please contact Nicole Morse, Office of Research, Kepner Hall, University
of Northern Colorado Greeley, CO 80639; 970-351-1910.
__________________________________
Child’s Full Name (please print)

______________________________
Child’s Birth Date (month/day/year)

__________________________________
Parent/Guardian’s Signature

____________________
Date

__________________________________
Researcher’s Signature

____________________
Date

If you permit for Mrs. Metzger to use the pictures of your child’s participation in dance class and
performances for inclusion in this research, please initial here: Initials _______
___________
(Subject’s initials here)
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STUDENT ASSENT FORM FOR HUMAN PARTICIPANTS IN RESEARCH
UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN COLORADO
Hi!
My name is Charity Metzger, and I am the dance teacher at Takoma Elementary
School. Did you know that Mrs. Metzger is in school just like you? Every week in my
dance class, we have fun moving our bodies, but this year is different because I am in
school learning how to teach dance to you in better ways. I will be studying the best
ways to help all of our friends have fun in dance class. I would love to ask Kindergarten
and First-grade students what they like about dance class and how dancing makes us
feel. If you want, I would love to talk to you about those things.
If you want to talk to me, I will ask you about dancing at home and dancing at school. I
will talk with your teacher to make sure our talks don’t cause you to miss too much
class, lunch, or recess time. I will ask your teacher for the best time to talk with you so
that you don’t miss anything too important, and you still get to have fun with your
friends.
We will also talk about how we help our friends dance and how our friends help us
dance during our dance class time. There are no right or wrong answers, and there is
no score or grade for your answers. I will write down what you say, but I won’t write
down your name. Other staff at our school may also come in and watch our classes to
let Mrs. Metzger know how we can have a better dance class.
Talking with me probably won’t help you or hurt you. Your parents have said it’s okay for
you to talk with me, but you don’t have to. It’s up to you. Also, if you say “yes” but then
change your mind, you can stop any time you want to. Do you have any questions for
me about my study?
If you want to be in my research and talk with me about dance class, sign your name
below and write today’s date next to it. Thank you!

Student

Date

Researcher

Date
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Dance Education: Empathy, Inclusion, Equity, Integration and Oneness
(E-I-E-I-O)
Student Survey/Interview Questions (Beginning)
Code Number: __________
Date: ___________
1. Do you dance at home, and if so, with whom? (Integration)
2. Why do you dance at home? Why don’t you dance at home? (Integration/ Oneness)
3. Do you enjoy dancing? (Empathy)
4. What do you like about dancing, or what do you dislike about dancing?
(Empathy/Equity/Integration)
5. Why do you think some of your friends or family members enjoy dance? (Empathy)
6. Why do you think some of your friends or family don’t dance? (Empathy)
7. How does dancing with your friends make you feel? (Oneness)
a. Excited

b. Nervous

c. Scared

d. Happy

8. What do you think we can do to help all of our friends dance in class? (Oneness)
9. Would you like all of your friends to feel what you feel while dancing? (Empathy/Equity)
10. Do you think we can help all of our friends dance in class? (Empathy/Equity)
a. If so, how can we help all of our friends dance in dance class?
b. If not, why can’t we help our friends dance in dance class?

These interview questions are from the following thesis: Empathy, Inclusion, Equity, Integration,
Oneness: Best Practices in Lower Elementary Dance Education
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Dance Education: Empathy, Inclusion, Equity, Integration and Oneness
(E-I-E-I-O)
Student Survey/Interview Questions (Final)
Code Number: __________
Date: ___________
1. Do you remember how you felt about dance class at the beginning of the year? Explain.
2. How do you feel about dance class now?
3. Did this feeling change from the beginning of the year?
a.

Why or why not?

4. What were some things that you enjoyed about learning dance this year?
(Equity/Oneness)
5. What were some things you wish were different about learning dance this year?
(Empathy)
6. Did you learn anything new about how or why different people dance? What? (Empathy)
7. Did you go home and try out any of the dance activities we did in dance class? (Oneness)
8. Did you feel like the teacher and your friends helped you to do your best in dance class?
(Empathy/Equity/Oneness)
a. If so, how do you feel like the teacher and your friends helped you to do your best
in dance class?
b. If not, how could the teacher and your friends help you do your best in dance
class?
9. Did you feel like your parents helped you do your best in dance class? (Integration)
a. If so, how did your parents help you do your best in dance class?
b. If not, how do you feel your parents could help you in dance class?
These interview questions are from the following thesis: Empathy, Inclusion, Equity, Integration,
Oneness: Best Practices in Lower Elementary Dance Education.
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Empathy, Inclusion, Equity, Integration, Oneness:
Best Practices in Lower Elementary Dance Education
Parent Survey Questions
Code Number: __________
Date: ___________
Parent Survey Questions:
1. Do you dance with your child at home? (Integration)
2. Why do you dance at home? Why don’t you dance at home? (EIEIO)
3. How does dancing make you feel, and what emotions do you have while dancing?
(EIEIO)
4. How do you feel about your child dancing in the dance class at school? (Equity)
5. What do you think your child does in dance class? (EIEIO)
6. Why do you feel this way? (Empathy)
7. Please state what comes to mind when you read the following words:
a. Equity
b. Inclusion
c. Empathy
d. Integration
e. Oneness
8. Do you believe that dance can assist in teaching these ideas? Please explain. (Integration)
9. What Academic, Social, Cultural, and/or Behavioral lessons do you hope your child
learns in the dance class at school? (EIEIO)
10. What do you want your child to learn about expressing themselves?
11. How do you think we can become partners to assist your child in learning these skills?
These interview questions are from the following thesis: Empathy, Inclusion, Equity,
Integration, Oneness: Best Practices in Lower Elementary Dance Education.
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Empathy, Inclusion, Equity, Integration, Oneness:
Best Practices in Lower Elementary Dance Education
Staff Survey Questions
Code Number: __________
Date: ___________
Staff Survey Questions:
1. Do you enjoy dancing?
2. Why do or don't you enjoy dancing?
3. Do you dance at home?
4. Who do you dance with at home?
5. Why do or don’t you dance at home?
6. Do you incorporate dance or movement in your class or practice?
a. If so, in What ways?
b. If not, why?
7. Please state what comes to mind when you read the following words:
a. Equity
b. Inclusion
c. Empathy
d. Integration
e. Oneness
8. Do you believe that dance can assist in teaching these ideas? Please explain. (Integration)
9. What social, cultural, and/or emotional lessons do you hope the students you serve learn
in dance class at school? (Integration)
10. In what ways can we become partners to assist our students in learning these skills?
(Oneness)

These interview questions are from the following thesis: Empathy, Inclusion, Equity, Integration,
Oneness: Best Practices in Lower Elementary Dance Education
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APPENDIX C
CLASS FORMS

STUDENT
NAME

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Notes:
Student Advocated for self or others.

Did not have fun

Felt Left Out

Felt Included

E-I-E-I-O Checklist

Enjoyed dancing alone

Enjoyed dancing with friends

Danced with/Performed for family at
Home

Practiced at Home

Was Helped by a friend

Class:

Helped a Friend

Participated in Class
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Date:_____________
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Researcher and Staff
Observation and Participation Notes
E-I-E-I-O
Date __________ Class ___________
1. Class Objective and topic of today’s Discussion?

2. Student Responses/Interactions

3. Teacher Responses/Interactions

85
4. Student Changes in reactions/responses

5. Useful tools/strategies from your practice that may assist the dance class.
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Student List
1
1
1
2
1
3
1
4
1
5
A
6
7
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Notes:

Total

Can describe/ identify emotions based
on body position

Properly freezes body in statue

Works with partner

Active Participation in Discussion

Active Participation in physical activity

Focus

Class: _______________

Neutral Position

Statue Rubric
1= Significantly below Standard 2= Below Standard 3=Working Toward Standard
4= At Standard with thought 5=At Standard with Ease
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This is How I Feel
Dance Empathy Unit
Name of the Unit: This is How I feel.
Name of the lesson plan creator: Charity CB Metzger
Number of Participants: Whole Class
Space Required: Dance Studio/ Classroom/ Gym/ Open Space
Materials:
Pictures of Statues or Portraits showing Various Feelings
Statues or Portraits of individuals and pairs
Chart paper
Marker
Calming music
Music of various tempos that may express different emotions
Posted Vocabulary: Empathy, Inclusion, Equity, Oneness
Chart of movement patterns: Zig-Zag line, Curvy line, Straight line, Diagonal line, Circle
Age Range: K-2
Time Required: Five 30-45 Minute Classes
Teaching Methodology: Whole Group Instruction, Individual Practice, Group Work, Student Presentation
NCCAS Anchor Standard(s): Anchor Standard 8: Interpret intent and meaning in artistic work.
Anchor Standard 10: Synthesize and relate knowledge and personal experiences to make art.
Standards: Page(s): 9, 10
Enduring Understanding: Dance is interpreted by considering intent, meaning, and artistic expression as
communicated through the use of the body, elements of dance, dance technique, dance structure, and context.
Dances can communicate various emotions and feelings. As dance is experienced, all personal experiences,
knowledge, and contexts are integrated and synthesized to interpret meaning.
Essential Question: What are different things that people do with their bodies when they have different feelings?
How does dance deepen our understanding of ourselves, other knowledge, and events around us?
Topic /Focus: Feelings/Emotions
Student Objectives: By the end of the Unit students will be able to:
1. Articulate the feelings of an artistic medium.
2. Freeze Their bodies in statues to demonstrate how they express an emotion.
3. Know how to physically interact with someone by showing empathy.
4. Freeze their bodies in statues to express that they understand how someone feels.
5. Understand that identifying how someone uses their body can help you understand how to show empathy.
6. Internalize the meanings of the words Empathy, Inclusion, Equity, and Oneness
Key Vocabulary:
Statue/Pose
Mirroring
Feelings/Emotions
Self-Awareness
Respond
Empathy
Inclusion
Equity
Oneness
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Introduce/Engage: Begin each class with Sean Layne’s “Concentration Circle.” Before beginning this activity, tell
students that this is a quiet activity. The educator will give directions to the students and students are to physically
participate. There will be a time when students are asked to close their eyes and imagine. Ask students to imagine
quietly, and the class will discuss what they visualized after the activity.
In a circle, students will use their hands for tactile stimulation on different body parts. The educator will play music;
students will inhale through their noses and exhale through their mouths three times. On the third inhale students
will open their arms to the side above their heads as if to fill a big balloon. As they exhale through their mouths,
students will bend their bodies toward their toes and push down their hands to touch their toes. Continuing to
breathe, students will trace their hands up their bodies with a tactile response. Students’ hands will slowly move up
their bodies to touch their legs, knees, hips, cross arms to touch their bellies and give themselves a hug. Students
uncross their arms to put their hands on their shoulders.
They then put their fingertips on their necks this time taking a deep breath in through their mouths and exhaling
through their mouths. Students then put their fingers next to their eyes and close their eyes. Students may put their
hand over their eyes at this point. The educator will ask students to visualize a color and think about how that color
makes them feel. Students close their eyes, putting their fingers next to their eyes. They will think about how they
are feeling today and what colors they see that reflect that feeling. Have students open their eyes and take their arms
out in front of them. They will take their fingertips and their eyes and look at each of the friends around the circle.
(Older students may say the names of the students in the class). This acknowledges that students are ready to
participate and Include every student in the class.
Students will put their arms down and focus their eyes on one point in front of them that is not moving. This is their
focal point. This should not be a person. Bodies are still, and eyes are focused. Remind students that it is ok to
breathe and to blink. (5 Minutes)
Dance Enrichment Educators can add additional stretches to prepare students. This researcher used “The flower
Dance” from Interdisciplinary Learning through Dance: 101 Moventures and a Butterfly stretch where the students
can sit on the floor while stretching various parts of their bodies. (10 Minutes)
Lesson One: Feelings Exploration and Feelings Chart
Tell students to have a seat. Have students turn and talk to their elbow partner and ask them “how are you feeling?”.
Each student should hear a response. After they have gotten a response they can ask “why are you feeling that
way?”. The second partner will ask the same questions and wait for a response. The teacher should walk around to
make sure students are interacting and can ask other questions. Remind students that they can also ask in Spanish
“como estas.” Find out what other home languages are spoken in your class before this lesson occurs so that all
students feel included and can express themselves in the language that is most comfortable to them. Ask students if
they would like to share what their friends were feeling today. Call on students to respond. (5 Minutes)
Ask students “What are feelings/emotions?”. Call on students to respond. Follow up by asking “Where do feelings
come from?” Also ask “what does your body do when you have certain emotions?”. Give examples or ask students
if they have examples. (5 minutes)
Activity: Remind the students that they imagined colors that reflected how they felt. Tell students to stand up in
their personal space and remember their feeling and their color. They will dance to demonstrated how they are
feeling today. If the class has widow lighting, ask the students if they would like to have the lights turned off. This
sometimes offers another level of comfort.
Participants will move when the educator says “5, 6, 7, 8.” The educator can play calming music or have the
students dance in silence. Dancers will freeze in their last position when the music stops or when the educator says
“5, 6, 7, 8.” (5-10 Minutes)
Instruct students to sit in a circle. Once in a circle, have student students to raise their hands if they would like to
share their feelings dance inside the circle. The educator will call one student at time and ask them to quietly
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whisper their feeling and color they imagined. Play calming music or music that reflects the emotion. Allow the
student to dance for about 30 seconds. Once the student has completed their dance allow the students around the
circle to guess the students’ feeling and color. Try to include as many students as time will allow. Call on students
that may not have raised their hands. (10 Minutes)
Closing/summarizing/Discussion/Reflection Questions: Tell students that if they did not get to share their feelings
dance, you will begin with them the following week. As the class comes to an end, post a sheet of chart paper in the
front of the class. Have students return to their personal space in the classroom. Once the chart paper is up, have the
students list feelings that they danced in class today as the educator writes them down on the paper. Ask students if
there are any other feelings that they would like to add to the list. These can be emotions that they did not perform.
Save this chart for other lessons. Students can add to the list every week. Each time students add an emotion ask
what makes them feel that way. (5 minutes)
Evaluation/ Check for Understanding: Checklist that includes different feelings notating students’ ability to
perform, observe, and identify various emotions. (See Appendix C)
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This is How I Feel
Dance Empathy Unit
Lesson Two: Self-Awareness
After completing the “Concentration Circle” and any additional stretches have students sit in their circle. Tell
students to turn-and-talk and ask “how are you feeling today?” to one elbow partner. These practices will happen
every class. Refer to lesson one. (5-10 mins)
After daily routines, have students face your smart board, television, or use printed images of statues showing
different emotions readily available. Ask students to recall what they worked on in the previous class. Students
should remember that they did “feelings dances.” Some students may have more feelings to add to their feelings
chart. This is a good time to add them to the chart. Tell students that they are going to practice creating feelings
statues this week. Ask students “what are statues and what are statues made of?”. Tell them that they are going to
put their bodies in feelings statues this week and will stay in their personal space. (5 minutes)
Activity: Show students pictures of different statues or portraits of one individual. Use smart board, television, or
pictures. Ask students what the works of art might be feeling. Remind students that these are inanimate, meaning
they aren’t real. Tell students that they are going to imaging that the artwork is real and give them feelings. Students
can also create a story for what they think is happening. After students respond with an emotion, ask the students
what the work of art is doing with their body to show that “feeling.” Then ask them if they have ever felt that feeling
and if that is something they do with their body when they feel that way? Ask as many students as time will allow.
Try to call students that have not raised their hands. (10 minutes).
Ask students to stand up in their personal space. The educator will play calming music. Use the feelings chart to ask
students to freeze in a statue. Remind students that they are humans, and they need to breathe and blink. Call out one
feeling at a time. Create different scenarios using the experiences that students have shared while creating their
feelings list. Feel free to make up your own. Give students time to think about their body shape. As students create
their statues, call out physical attributes of their body shapes. As students create their shapes, verbally acknowledge
what students are doing with their bodies. If the feeling is sad for example, express calmly that you see some
students with their heads down, their shoulders slouched, their lips pouting. Try to name as many physical traits as
possible including hands, hips, legs, eyebrows, etc. paying close attention to students that show emotions differently.
Be sure to acknowledge all students. Pay close attention to those with special needs or abilities ensuring that they are
included in the class. Try this with various emotions. Announce how they are using spatial levels: high, middle, or
low. (5 Minutes)
Have students go to their circle in the classroom. As students sit down, tell them that they are going to create their
feelings statues in the circle one at a time. Begin with students that did not get a turn the previous week. The
educator can choose to use music or have the students create their statue in silence. Ask one student to enter the
circle and create their statue. Have other students guess what feeling the student is demonstrating. (5-10 Minutes)
Closing/summarizing/Discussion/Reflection Questions: Ask students what feelings statues were their favorite and
why. Ask them how their bodies felt while performing specific statues. Were their bodies relaxed or tense? Ask
students around the circle if they have ever felt that feeling. Ask when they have felt that feeling. Tell the students
that understanding what someone is feeling is called empathy. Next week they will discuss how they show empathy.
(5-10 minutes)
Evaluation/ Check for Understanding: Checklist that includes different feelings notating students’ ability to
perform, observe, and identify various emotions. (See Appendix C)
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This is How I Feel
Dance Empathy Unit
Lesson Three: Empathy and Inclusion
After completing the “Concentration Circle” and any additional stretches have students sit in their circle. Tell
students to turn-and-talk and ask “how are you feeling today?” to one elbow partner. These practices will happen
every class. Refer to lesson one. (5-10 mins)
After daily routines, have students face your smart board, television, or use printed images of statues showing
different emotions readily available. Ask students to recall what they worked on in the previous class. Students
should remember that they created feelings statues. Some students may have more feelings to add to their feelings
chart. This is a good time to add them to the chart.
Tell students that they are going to learn about Empathy this week. Have a sign with the word Empathy on the front
of the class. Ask students if they know what Empathy is. Tell students that empathy is when you feel what someone
else is feeling. Older students may understand the phrase “putting yourself in someone else’s shoes.”
Have students look at works of art with two or more people. Find works with different emotions and spatial
relationships. Ask students what they think the statues are feeling based on the position of their body, and what the
other people around them are feeling. Tell them to consider the special relationship to the other person in the work.
Ask them what the people in the images are feeling the same. Remind them to refer to the list that you have created
for the list of feelings. Ask if they see any Empathy in the works of art. (5 minutes)
Explain to students that they will explore empathy today and put themselves in another’s place by responding to
their partner empathetically. To do this they have to think of the way they would want someone respond to them.
The educator can give an example for instance “if I am happy, I may want a high-five.”
In week 2 students worked on statues, let them know that this week they will work on Mirroring If you are in a
dance class with mirrors, you can have students look at the mirror as a reminder that their reflection looks just like
them. It looks like they have the same arm or leg up that they move. (3 minutes)
Activities:
Have students work with a partner. In their pairs give them a number 1 or 2. If there is an odd number, the teacher
can choose to work with the remaining student or have one group of 3. Ask students if they are ok with having the
lights dimmed.
Have the list of feelings that your students have created posted in your class so that students can see.
Ask one student to help you demonstrate the activity. The teacher will be “1,” and the student will be “2.” The
teacher will say “1 will be happy and stand in their feelings statue” as they stand in their statue. Then say, “student 2
mirror me (student 1).” Once the two look the same, say to the students “student one (the teacher) will respond to
student ‘2’ the way she would want someone to respond if she had that feeling.” (5 Mins)
Remember to explain different experiences through scenarios such as birthday parties, not getting what you want for
Christmas, getting a surprise… Also refer to scenarios students expressed when they explained the artwork in the
beginning of the lesson. Use phrases like “how would you feel if…” or “imagine you are…” Wait for students to
position their bodies in different feelings. This week acknowledge how students respond to each other. Verbalize
student spatial relationships and what their bodies are doing in relation to one another. Have students explore a 3-4
different scenarios. Use feelings from the feelings chart. Make sure to alternate beginning with student 2 creating
their statues first so that each gets to explore expressing Empathy. Occasionally stop during an empathy statue and
have the other students evaluate one group. Do this instead of going back to the circle this week. (10 Minutes)
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Closing Discussion:
Students may sit with their partners in their designated spaces. Ask students what feelings statues were their favorite
and why. Ask them how their bodies felt while performing specific statues. Ask students if they liked how their
classmates responded to their feelings statues and expressed empathy. Put the word “Inclusion” on the Board. Ask
students what the word “Inclusion” means. Take notes on the “Class Summaries Sheet.” (Appendix C). Explain that
inclusion is like being invited and welcomed to participate. Use the Checklist to guide questions on inclusion to
ensure which students felt included in the class and which did not. Take notes to help guide how to better facilitate
inclusion in the class. (10 minutes)
Evaluation/ Check for Understanding: Checklist that includes different feelings notating students’ ability to
perform, observe, and identify various emotions. (See Appendix C)
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This is How I Feel
Dance Empathy Unit
Lessons Four & Five: Equity and Oneness
After completing the “Concentration Circle” and any additional stretches have students sit in their circle. Tell
students to turn-and-talk and ask “how are you feeling today?” to one elbow partner. These practices will happen
every class. Refer to lesson one. (5 mins)
After daily routines, have students the front of class to see the words: Empathy, Inclusion, Equity, and Oneness. Ask
students to recall what they worked on in the previous class. Students should remember that they created feelings
statues, mirrored a partner, and created empathy statues. Some students may have more feelings to add to their
feelings chart. This is a good time to add them to the chart.
Activities:
This week begin the lesson with a conversation about the word Equity. Have the word posted on the wall. Ask
students if they have ever heard the word Equity before. Tell students that Equity is everyone getting what they need
to be successful. In their homeroom class may be making sure that everyone has a pencil or the same workbook. If
someone doesn’t have a pencil or workbook, then their teacher may find the supplies for your classmate. Ask
students what equity should look like in the dance class. Document student responses in Summaries of class
Discussions. (5-10 minutes)
Following the conversation about Equity, post the word Oneness in the front of the classroom. Ask students if they
know the meaning of Oneness. After hearing their responses, tell the students that oneness is a group coming
together with unity as a whole group; being unified. Let the students know that though they are all different they
share similar feelings and today they will create dances to show their oneness within a group. This can be done in
small groups or as a class. (5-10 minutes)
Using the Feelings Chart, ask students vote on which feelings they would like to include in their final feelings dance.
(This should not be more than 5 feelings). The educator can ask students to raise their hand to suggest feelings from
the chart that they would like to include in their dances.
If the educator is allowing group work for the dances, divide the class in half and number students. There should be
equal numbers. For example, if the class has 20 students there should be two ones, two twos, etc. The ones should
go together, the twos should go together and continue. If the class has an odd number of students, then number one
student three. Allow that student to choose their own group. If performing as a whole class dance then have the
students in one circle in the classroom. (2 minutes)
Once the students are in their group(s), the students or the educator can create scenarios corresponding the feelings
that will be performed. Have students create movements for the feelings that will be performed. Make sure to
remind the students about empathy and how they may respond to their partner if they were having these feelings.
Also, remind the students about Equity and that everyone may not need the same thing or respond in the same way.
Repeat the scenarios a few times. Students may want to move during some feelings and freeze for others. If students
choose to move, have them remain in their personal space and not travel throughout the classroom. Tell students to
remember their movements and poses because they will continue with this dance the following week. The educator
may want to record the class to help memory the following week.
(8 minutes)
Evaluation/ Check for Understanding: Checklist that includes different feelings notating students’ ability to
perform, observe, and identify various emotions. (See Appendix C)
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This is How I Feel
Dance Empathy Unit
Lesson Five: Oneness Dance
Completion and Presentation
After completing the “Concentration Circle” and any additional stretches have students sit in their circle. Tell
students to turn-and-talk and ask, “how are you feeling today?” to one elbow partner. These practices will happen
every class. Refer to lesson one.
Ask students to recall what they did in the last class. Remind the students of the feelings that they danced the
previous week. Tell students that they will continue with their Oneness Dances. Allow students to sit with their
partners. If performing as a whole class dance, have students stand in their personal spaces. (5 mins)
Activities:
After students are in their groups or in their personal space allow them to practice their dances. The educator should
state the scenarios and remind the students of the feelings in the dance as students move. (5 Minutes)
Once students sit down post the chart of movement patterns on the front of the wall. Tell the students to think about
the feelings they are dancing. Name one feeling at a time and ask students what pattern they believe their first
feeling moves in. Ask students to consider how they would stand with their partner if using this particular pattern.
Do the same for each feeling. Remember the dances should have three to five feelings. If working in groups, each
group can choose different movement patterns. If working as a whole class, the whole class should work in a circle.
For oneness and unity, the class should select spatial patterns as a class. Write down the selected spatial patterns
next to the feelings that will be performed. (10 minutes)
Play calming music as students stand up and ask them to rehearse their feelings dances. Remember to recite the
scenarios and the feelings that the educator or students have created. Also remember to call out the spatial patterns
selected. Remind students of the relationship with their partner or the group. Ask students if which feelings should
freeze and which ones should move. Write these decisions on the chart paper. (10-15 minutes)
Give students that worked in partners an opportunity to share as all of the students sit with their groups and each
group dances in their dance space. (Students do not need to go to a circle to present)
Evaluation/ Check for Understanding: Checklist that includes different feelings notating students’ ability to
perform, observe, and identify various emotions. (See Appendix C)
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Publishing, 2017.
Overby, Lynnette Young, et al. Interdisciplinary Learning through Dance: 101 Moventures. Human Kinetics, 2005.
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APPENDIX E
PICTURES OF CLASS CHARTS
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